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During Fiscal Year 2014, the OSA provided staff to assist the University with compliance requirements 
associated with several campus flood recovery projects receiving Federal Emergency Management Agency 
and Iowa Homeland Security and Emergency Management Division funding and oversight. Of particular 
note, significant archaeological discoveries were made in conjunction with construction of the new Voxman 
School of Music building and installation of new utilities in Hubbard Park south of the Iowa Memorial Union. 
In addition to providing skilled, efficient, and timely field investigations of the significant areas impacted 
by these projects despite poor weather (Hubbard Park) and on-going construction (both locations), the 
OSA professional staff is also completing the required research of the recovered artifacts and associated 
contextual data. Final technical reports are currently in progress. Other important project outcomes include 
OSA providing web and social media information on all project facets, public presentations of results at 
multiple venues in Johnson County, and dissemination of research results at professional meetings. Artifacts 
illustrated include (clockwise from upper left): various coins (1838–1851), pipe bowl fragments, and a glass 
trade bead. The upper field photograph is from site 13JH1440 at Hubbard Park and the lower photo is of site 
13JH1436 at the Voxman School of Music construction area. 
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Mission
In Fiscal Year (FY) 2014, The University of Iowa 
(UI) Office of the State Archaeologist (OSA) contin-
ued its past success in meeting primary mission ac-
tivities of developing, disseminating, and preserving 
knowledge of Iowa’s human past through Midwest-
ern and Plains archaeological research, scientific dis-
covery, public stewardship, service, and education. 
The position of State Archaeologist was established 
in 1959; the Code of Iowa specifies the State Ar-
chaeologist shall be a member of the faculty of the 
Department of Anthropology at the UI. The OSA is 
an organized research unit of the University, mean-
ing that the State Archaeologist, who is appointed by 
the Iowa State Board of Regents, directs the OSA 
and reports to the UI Vice President for Research 
and Economic Development. The State Archaeologist 
consults regularly with the OSA Advisory Commit-
tee, whose members include on- and off-campus col-
leagues, and with the OSA Indian Advisory Council 
(IAC), whose members include individuals from sev-
eral tribes.
The Office of the State Archaeologist
Indian Advisory Council
Howard Crow Eagle (Navajo, Sioux)
Royal Nahno-Kerchee (Comanche, Meskwaki) [re-




Colin M. Betts (Luther College)
Johnathan Buffalo (Sac and Fox Tribe of the Missis-
sippi in Iowa)
Mary Evans (retired educator)
David M. Gradwohl (Iowa State University, retired)
Royal Nahno-Kerchee (Indian Advisory Council) [re-
signed during FY14; Suzanne Wanatee Buffalo added]
Rebecca Liberty (Iowa Tribe of Kansas and Nebraska)
Jim Nepstad (Effigy Mounds National Monument)
Donald Raker (Iowa Archeological Society)
Ann Ricketts (UI)
Leah D. Rogers (Tallgrass Historians, L.C.)
Holmes A. Semken, Jr. (UI, retired)
Glenn R. Storey (UI, Committee Chair)
Jerome Thompson (State Historical Society of Iowa)
The Office of the State 
Archaeologist was established in 
1959, making Fiscal Year 2014 its 
fifty-fifth year of operation.
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student success
In addition to actively meeting its Iowa Code 
statutory responsibilities, which include tracking ar-
chaeological site location data, serving as the State 
Archaeological Repository, and providing ancient 
burials protection, the OSA vigorously supports the 
UI academic mission. Various OSA staff, as adjunct 
faculty in the UI Department of Anthropology, of-
fer courses in anthropology and archaeology, men-
tor honor students and student interns, and serve on 
Ph.D. and M.A. degree committees. The OSA actively 
supports undergraduate and graduate student use of 
its archaeological, osteological, and comparative col-
lections; scholarly documents; electronic databases; 
scientific instrumentation; and laboratory space for 
degree-related research. These resources contribute 
to the educational experience of students in diverse 
UI departments including Anatomy and Cell Biology, 
Anthropology, Dentistry, Geography, Geoscience, 
History, and Radiology along with the programs of 
American Indian and Native Studies and Museum 
Studies. The OSA also regularly hosts visits from UI 
classes, provides guest lectures in Anthropology and 
other departments, offers courses in its laborato-
ry-multimedia facility, employs work-study students 
majoring in a wide variety of disciplines, and supports 
career-building volunteer research opportunities for 
students.
AchieveMents
During FY 2014, as detailed in Appendices A–F, 
OSA staff added considerably to the notable record 
of research success of the OSA’s past half-century, 
during which the staff has published thousands of ar-
ticles, monographs, research reports, and abstracts 
on Iowa archaeology. Staff members actively translate 
the results of their research by offering public pro-
grams throughout the state. The OSA has conducted 
archaeological and architectural history research in 
all counties of the state on sites of all types and time 
periods, supported by contracts, interagency agree-
ments, grants, and field schools. The OSA coordi-
nates all work pertaining to ancient burials in Iowa, 
in accordance with the landmark first-in-the-nation 
1976 state law on protection and reburial of human 
remains. In addition, the OSA is the central data man-
ager for all recorded Iowa archaeological sites, the 
central repository for Iowa archaeological collec-
tions, and coordinator of the Iowa avocational certi-
fication program.
Figure 1 UI undergraduate student, Emelia Bristow, working with GIS at OSA.
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strengths And resources
The core strengths of the OSA are:
 • a highly experienced and motivated staff,
 • ready accessibility for UI undergraduates as 
well as graduate students at all levels,
 • a strong tradition of high-quality work,
 • excellent relations with other state agencies 
and University offices, and
 • extensive, accessible, well-organized collec-
tions and other research resources.
The OSA’s most important resource is its staff, 
a dynamic and highly qualified team that represents 
hundreds of years of experience in Midwest and Plains 
archaeology, cultural resource management, and re-
lated disciplines. The FY 2014 full-time staff included 
five individuals with Ph.D.s and an additional 12 with 
Master’s degrees. Part-time staff members also have 
extensive archaeological experience; most have par-
ticipated in at least one field school and completed a 
Bachelor’s, and in several cases, a Master’s degree in 
anthropology or related field.
The OSA occupies a modern 13,000-square-
foot facility located in the Clinton Street Building on 
the south side of the main UI campus. The Univer-
sity directly supports OSA’s general administration, 
Education and Outreach, and Burials programs, and 
contributes to the Iowa Site File (ISF), documents, 
and collections management activities. Typically, 85 
percent or more of the OSA activities, including most 
of its field research, are supported by external, non-
University funding through contracts, grants, gifts, 
and fee arrangements.
Figure 2 UI student Stefan Juran filming excavations at Hubbard Park (13JH1440), February 2014.  
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Brown Bag at the OSA is a regular series through which OSA staff and guests share 
their research over the lunch hour. Topics include individuals’ areas of interest, 
work in the field, and recent developments in archaeology and architectural 
history throughout Iowa and the Midwest. Guest speakers whose expertise in 
other areas pertaining to archaeology or ethnohistory may be invited through-
out the year as well. Presentations are free and open to the public and are 
held in OSA’s main laboratory. Attendees are encouraged to engage in discus-
sion and exchange following the presentation. Presentations generally run 45 
minutes with 15 to 20 minutes afterwards for discussion. Notices about 
scheduled presenters are sent out to list serves which include the UI 
Anthropology Department; the Iowa Archeological Society; Kirkwood 
Community College; and Cornell College, Mt. Vernon, Iowa. Notices 
are also printed and placed on public announcement boards in various 
University buildings. The FY 2014 Brown Bag series hosted 10 pre-
senters (Table 1). Attendance at each presentation varied between 
20 and 40.
Brown Bags
Table 1 List of “Brown Bag” Presentations in Fiscal Year 2014





Violence and Daily Life in the Mississippian Midwest: A 
View from the Common Field Site, Missouri
20
8/1/2013 Melissa Timo Florida Public 
Archaeology Network
"Back home to Econfina:"  Maintenance of African 
American Memory and Landscape at the Gainer 
Historical Cemetery
22
8/6/2013 Elizabeth Reetz University of Minnesota, 
Duluth
ArchaeologEE: Integrating Archaeology and 
Environmental Education to Guide Cultural Resource 
Management Professionals in Public Outreach with 
Indigenous Youth
21
8/8/2013 Maria Raviele Smithsonian Institution. Moving Beyond the Visible: What New Methods Are 
Telling Us about Prehistoric Diet
25
12/13/2013 Joshua J. Wells Indiana University, South 
Bend
The Digital Index of North American Archaeology 
(DINAA) and the Ecosystem of Archaeological Data 
Management
23
1/24/2014 Phillip Round University of Iowa Historical Archaeology and the Alphabetic Record: The 
Dakota Prisoner of War Letters
25
2/14/2014 Bill Whittaker University of Iowa Who Built the Early Trails of Iowa? 40
2/21/2014 Jim Enloe University of Iowa What's New at Woodpecker Cave: Down into the 
Woodland
40
3/14/2014 Joe Tiffany University of Iowa Exploring Ireland's Past 30
3/28/2014 Don Shurr University of Iowa and 
Iowa Archeological 
Society
Lewis and Clark in Iowa 30
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AdMinistrAtive orgAnizAtion 
And strAtegic PlAn
The OSA conducted a wide range of research, 
consulting, and educational programs and activities 
during FY 2014. As noted, the mission of the OSA 
is to develop, disseminate, and preserve knowledge 
of Iowa’s human past through Midwestern and Plains 
archaeological research, scientific discovery, public 
stewardship, service, and education. Statutory au-
thorization and administrative rules establish basic 
OSA functions, organization, and procedures (Code 
of Iowa 263B, Iowa Administrative Code 685). OSA 
administrative rules organize the office into five di-
visions: Field Services, Research, Contract Services, 
General Services, and Publications. The OSA utilizes 
the Management by Objective approach to focus ef-
fort on high priority research, education, and public 
service projects related to overall office goals as de-
fined by statute, strategic planning, and the strengths 
of available participating personnel.
In 2010 the OSA updated its strategic plan to spec-
ify the means to accomplish major goals and guide ac-
tivities through 2016 (Appendix A). OSA programs 
and staff activities strive to meet these broad, stra-
tegic goals:
1. Create a learning experience about the human 
past that enriches the lives of undergraduates 
and helps them to become well-informed indi-
viduals, lifelong learners, engaged citizens, and 
productive employees and employers.
2. Promote graduate and professional student 
participation in OSA research through cooper-
ation with University graduate and professional 
programs.
3. Strengthen and expand OSA partnerships with 
public constituencies to advance understand-
ing and appreciation about the human past and 
stewardship of archaeological resources and 
showcase the societal benefits of archaeolog-
ical research and teaching for the citizens of 
Iowa.
4. Recognize and illuminate the human diversity 
inherent in the past as manifested in the ar-
chaeological record and use that record for 
greater inclusion and participation of profes-
sionals and the public.
5. Strengthen the OSA’s intellectual and cultural 
vitality within the University, Iowa, nationally, 
and internationally.
As a UI research department and the focal point 
for Iowa archaeology, the OSA is active throughout 
the year and around the state and region. The follow-
ing sections describe highlights of the activities for FY 
2014.
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The Year in Review
AcAdemic Activities
During Fiscal Year 2014 four OSA staff members 
served as adjunct faculty for the UI Department of 
Anthropology—John Doershuk, Stephen Lensink, 
Melody Pope, and Shirley Schermer. Pope taught 
one course: Lithic Analysis in Archaeology during fall 
semester in which eight students participated. Do-
ershuk taught one course: Honors First-Year Sem-
inar Archaeology during fall semester in which 15 
students participated. Doershuk also continued his 
adjunct faculty appointment in Anthropology at Cor-
nell College, Mt. Vernon, Iowa. Doershuk taught the 
Cornell courses Human Origins (19 students) during 
October 2013 and Archaeology (23 students) dur-
ing April–May 2014. Lastly, and straddling the fiscal 
year boundary and thus unreported last year, Do-
ershuk taught the four-week course Field Archaeol-
ogy through the Iowa Lakeside Laboratory Regents 
Resource Center during summer 2013 (June–July) in 
which eight students participated. This course was 
again taught by Doershuk during summer 2014 (June–
July) in which nine students participated.
The OSA facilities, collections, and staff provid-
ed classroom enrichment and workplace experience 
for students. A total of 20 undergraduate students—
plus one high school student—from the UI, Cornell 
College, Iowa State University, and the University of 
Northern Iowa were involved in various OSA archae-
ological and related research and repository activi-
ties over the course of the fiscal year (see Table 10). 
These included four students employed in a work-
study capacity. Many of these students used OSA re-
sources to complete degree requirements (for-credit 
interns) along with assisting OSA-sponsored research 
as volunteers to expand their skills. 
Of particular note, John Doershuk, Angela Col-
lins, Elizabeth Reetz, and Melody Pope teamed with 
Cornell College archaeology student Ve’Amber Mill-
er during spring 2014 to create a special exhibit on 
Lake Darling State Park. Ve’Amber was mentored in 
overall project management (Doershuk), lithic analy-
sis (Pope), educational content development (Reetz), 
and graphic design (Collins) and formulated three de-
sign concepts for review and comment by staff mem-
bers from the Iowa Department of Natural Resources 
(IDNR) and Washington County Conservation Board 
(WCCB). The project was especially challenging as 
the content design needed to fit a pre-constructed 
case housed at the WCCB center. Ve’Amber worked 
from dimension data provided to her and was suc-
cessful in creating a visually appealing and education-
al display that continues to inform the visiting public 
(Figure 3).
Field services division
Education and Outreach Program
The Education and Outreach Program (EOP) 
provides resources and opportunities that encour-
age an understanding, appreciation, and stewardship 
Figure 3 Cornell College student 
Ve’Amber Millwe with her project 
display of the Archaeology at Lake 
Darling State Park.
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In FY 2014, external finan-
cial support for the EOP total-
ing $19,379.35 ($11,600 grants, 
$2,545.38 contracts, $3,578.02 
fees, and $1,655.95 contribu-
tions) was garnered from public 
and private organizations. This 
does not include support for a 
number of engagement efforts 
which are part of externally fund-
ed grants and contracts received 
by the OSA’s Contract Services Division. In FY 2014, 
these included the Glenwood-area Loess Hills Ar-
chaeological Interpretive Center Concept Design, 
Blood Run National Historic Landmark Interpreta-
tion and Education Initiative, and Transportation En-
hancement grant funding for the U.S. Highway 34 
research project—all of which had major public en-
gagement components.
The OSA’s endeavors directly reached a public 
audience estimated at over 5,400 people with face-
to-face interactions. In addition, print resources, In-
ternet visits, or public radio broadcasts increased this 
number several-fold (Appendix B). Consultations, 
tours, and job-shadowing opportunities attracted 
1,050 visitors to the OSA.
In addition to traditional outreach endeavors un-
dertaken by the OSA, the OSA was part of a collab-
orative team with the Pentacrest Museums and the 
Office of the Vice President for Research an Econom-
ic Development (OVPRED) for the development and 
administration of the UI Mobile Museum (Figure 4). 
OSA contributions to the Mobile Museum included 
an exhibit on the Glenwood culture of western Iowa 
and archaeology content on a digital touch-screen. By 
assisting as Mobile Museum educators with a focus on 
archaeology in FY14, OSA staff reached an addition-
al 3,042 people across Iowa, bringing the total OSA 
face-to-face interactions to over 8,400 people.
of Iowa’s archaeological past. A goal of the EOP is 
to expand partnerships with organizations, agencies, 
and communities across Iowa to better maximize the 
OSA’s mission to strengthen heritage education and 
enhance public engagement in active preservation of 
Iowa’s past. The EOP’s efforts are guided by a se-
ries of enduring understandings directly linked to the 
OSA’s current strategic plan goals: 
1.	 Everyone has a culture and all cultures have 
value.
2.	 Respectful understanding of diverse cultures, 
past and present, is essential for living in a plu-
ralistic society and world.
3.	 Understanding the human past is essential for 
understanding the present and shaping the 
future.
4.	 Archaeology is one of multiple ways to learn 
about the human past.
5.	 Archaeology advances understanding and ap-
preciation of human diversity over time.
6.	 The Midwestern-Iowa setting contains a long, 
rich record of human occupation interrelated 
and relevant to the wider human experience. 
7.	 Stewardship of archaeological resources is ev-
eryone’s responsibility.
Figure 4 Poster commemorating the launch of the UI Mobile Museum.
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Dare to Discover





A country with no regard for its past will have 
little worth remembering in the future.
MADE by Iowans 
2010-2016 Strategic Plan for The 
University of Iowa Outreach:
 …we will expand our public engagement to contribute to 
economic and cultural vitality and to the health and quality 
of life of the people of Iowa. We will help place-bound 
Iowans achieve their educational aspirations.
BOLD EXPECTATIONS
FOR Iowans
  Abraham Lincoln
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The EOP content on the OSA website remained 
a vigorous, interactive conduit between the public 
and the OSA. The OSA web pages underwent sub-
stantial updates in FY 2014. The new OSA website 
was launched on March 12, 2014. Since that date, the 
OSA web pages received nearly 40,000 visitors, with 
over 8,800 unique users (see http://archaeology.uio-
wa.edu).
In addition, the OSA developed and implement-
ed the Dare to Discover website, which serves as a 
gateway for OVPRED units (museums, centers, and 
programs) to engage with the public on campus and 
in communities across Iowa (see http://discover.re-
search.uiowa.edu). This website provides web forms 
for booking OSA speakers and reserving teaching 
trunks, highlights all archaeology units at the UI, and 
serves as the primary website for information on the 
Mobile Museum.
The OSA’s social media pages were an impor-
tant venue for disseminating news and program in-
formation in FY 2014. Iowa Archaeology Facebook 
posts reached an average of 211 unique users daily, 
with posts reaching 77,111 people in FY 2014. The 
Facebook page had 725 active followers at the end of 
FY 2014. Twitter followers totaled nearly 1,350 fol-
lowers.  Tumblr and Instagram social media accounts 
were created in FY 2014, generating 4,800 and 94 
followers respectively. Videos relating to Iowa ar-
chaeology on the Iowa Archaeology YouTube chan-
nel generated over 150 views. A What’s Happening 
research blog was also added to the OSA homepage 
and currently has four blog posts. The OSA submit-
ted a number of features to the UI community and 
beyond via “Iowa Now,” the official UI news website.
Examples of venues for the dozens of public pre-
sentations by OSA staff in FY 2014 included K–12 
schools, libraries, Iowa public radio and television 
stations, community newspapers, county conserva-
tion centers, museums, libraries, county historical 
organizations, nature centers, Iowa Lakeside Labora-
tory, the Iowa Archeological Society and its chapters, 
Sac and Fox Tribe of the Mississippi in Iowa, Golden 
Hills RC&D (Resource Conservation & Development 
Council), UI Department of Anthropology and Mu-
seums Studies Program, and UI Museum of Natural 
History (Appendix B). A highlight of educational out-
reach for FY 2014 was collaboration with the IDNR 
to guide paddle trips and give presentations on the 
archaeology of Iowa’s water trails across the state 
(see Appendix B).
The EOP provided consultation and assistance to 
educational, historical, cultural, environmental, com-
munity and tribal organizations statewide: the UI, 
State Historical Society of Iowa (SHSI), Sac and Fox 
Tribe of the Mississippi in Iowa, Wickiup Hill Out-
door Learning Center, and Coe College. OSA pro-
vided programming and assistance to numerous 
organizations across the state and beyond through-
out the year (see Appendix B). 
Highlights of the EOP for FY 2014 included:
 • Iowa Archaeology on the Road, Des 
Moines Register’s Annual Great Bike Ride 
across Iowa (RAGBRAI) 2013,
 • Project Archaeology curriculum develop-
ment and teacher workshops,
 • International Archaeology Day,
 • IDNR Water Trail interpretive paddles and 
presentations, and
 • UI Mobile Museum.
Iowa Archaeology on the Road remains the OSA’s 
singular, over-arching annual outreach endeavor. For 
a sixth year, between July 20 and July 27, 2013, the 
RAGBRAI event took word of Iowa’s archaeologi-
cal heritage to communities (Council Bluffs and Fort 
Madison) and riders throughout the state along the 
RAGBRAI route (Figure 6). An extensive web site 
and 1,000 copies of a special booklet, Iowa Archae-
ology on the Road, were key features of the proj-
ect (Figure 5). Hundreds of promotional lanyards, 
bike lights, and temporary tattoos imprinted with Io-
waArchaeology.com, were distributed to adults and 
children at these events to encourage Internet visits 
to the OSA’s website. Team Archaeology provided 
scholarly expertise regarding an understanding of the 
Figure 5 Cover of 2013 
Archaeology on the Road booklet.
Figure 6 OSA outreach booth at Fort Madison during 
RAGBRAI.
Figure 7 Middle school students exploring an 
archaeology educational activity.
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environment, landscape, and natural resources which 
form the context and backdrop for Iowa’s human 
history.
Three additional historical-cultural events oc-
curred after RAGBRAI with venues at Tama (Meskwa-
ki Nation Powwow), West Branch (Hooverfest), and 
Iowa City (International Archaeology Day) (see Ap-
pendix B). For the third year, a partnership among 
the OSA, Iowa Archeological Society, UI Museum of 
Natural History, and UI Department of Anthropol-
ogy created a multi-day event on the UI Campus to 
celebrate International Archaeology Day, created by 
the Archaeological Institute of America. The OSA 
and its campus partners offered lab open houses and 
collections’ tours, special exhibits, and activities for 
campus and community audiences. 
For two days in October, 268 elementary school 
youngsters and their teachers participated in the Let’s 
Celebrate Archaeology event at the State Historical 
Museum in Des Moines. This is a joint partnership, 
now in its eighth year, between the OSA and the 
SHSI.
Figure 8 Advertisement for Project 
Archaeology - Investigating a Midwestern 
Wickiup.
Figure 9 A page from the Investigating 
Shelter instruction book.
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associated with trunk rental. They are delivered free 
to educators across Iowa.
Work also continues on a multi-year grant re-
ceived in FY 2011 Transportation Enhancement 
funding archaeological research on the 800-year-old 
Glenwood culture sites of Mills County, excavated 
as part of the U.S. Highway 34 construction by the 
Iowa Department of Transportation (Iowa DOT) in 
the 1960s and 1970s. The grant supports a scientific 
report and derivative public education and outreach 
programming including an interpretive booklet, the 
teaching trunks completed in FY 2013, and a major 
web-based virtual museum. In May four of the trunks 
were delivered to the Green Hills Area Educational 
Agency in Glenwood for loan to schools and educa-
tional facilities throughout the southern Loess Hills.
Project Archaeology is a national archaeological 
and heritage education program active in 42 states 
and the District of Columbia. In FY 2014, the EOP 
program organized and presented three one-day Proj-
ect Archaeology teacher workshops at the Midwest 
Environmental Education Conference in Coralville, 
the Meskwaki Settlement in Tama, and Wickiup Hill 
Outdoor Learning Center in Toddville. The work-
shops were funded by a state Resource Enhancement 
and Protection–Conservation Education Program 
(REAP) grant received by Golden Hills RC&D from 
the IDNR with additional support from the OSA’s 
Transportation Enhancement grant. Fifty-eight formal 
and informal educators attended the workshops dur-
ing which time OSA teaching trunks and supplemen-
tary materials were presented. The workshops also 
Development commenced for four new teaching 
trunks in FY 2014, made possible by a grant award-
ed to and administered by the UI Museum of Natu-
ral History. The OSA was awarded $11,600 towards 
the development of these four trunks. The trunks will 
focus on the Archaeology of the Fur Trade, Blood 
Run National Historic Landmark, Fort Madison and 
the War of 1812, and Iowaville and the Ioway Indi-
ans. Because of the generous support from this grant, 
the teaching trunks are now referred to as Discovery 
Trunks and are marketed on the Discover Research 
website (http://discover.research.uiowa.edu) along 
with trunks from the UI Museum of Natural History 
and Old Capitol Museum. There is no longer a fee 
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Lynn M. Alex Retires from OSA 
by John F. Doershuk
If an Iowan is asked the name of an archaeologist they 
will most likely identify Lynn Alex, long-time Education 
& Outreach Program (EOP) Director at the Office of 
the State Archaeologist (OSA) Lynn, who retired from 
the OSA in early July, has for years been the “face” 
and “voice” of Iowa archaeology at countless venues 
across the state tirelessly promoting the importance 
of Iowa’s rich archaeological past and the value of pre-
serving the past for the future. Lynn is also known to 
many archaeological enthusiasts for her two books, Ex-
ploring Iowa’s Past (1980) and Iowa’s Archaeological 
Past (2000). The latter has a wonderfully extensive bib-
liography that even today makes this well written text 
a go-to source for researchers seeking to familiarize 
themselves with a specific aspect of Iowa’s archaeo-
logical record. Less well known is that Lynn Alex was 
also the author, in 1975, of OSA’s Contract Comple-
tion Report 1. This was the first in a report series on 
OSA archaeological projects that has recently reached 
number 2000 (and is still growing). Lynn’s contribution, 
describing an archaeological survey of a planned wa-
ter supply improvement project near North Twin Lake 
in Calhoun County, led to recordation of five previ-
ously undocumented archaeological sites (13CH6–10), 
and reflects the expansion of public concern about the 
impacts of ground-disturbing infrastructure projects to 
fragile non-renewable archaeological resources.
Lynn went on to work in South Dakota during the lat-
ter 1970s and ‘80s as a consultant and adjunct professor 
at the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology. 
She returned to Iowa in the early ‘90s to work as an 
adjunct instructor for the University of Iowa and at 
the OSA as a research archaeologist, becoming EOP 
Director in 1999. Lynn’s public engagement activities 
over the past 15 years include organizing and present-
ing teacher workshops as part of Project Archaeology 
and serving as part of the national leadership team for 
this important program; partnering with the State His-
torical Society of Iowa for their annual “Let’s Celebrate 
Archaeology” yearly event; organizing and instructing 
the Resources for the Study of Iowa’s Native Peoples 
teacher workshop at the Herbert Hoover Presidential 
Library and Museum; and most importantly, coordi-
nating the annual statewide Iowa Archaeology Month 
which in recent years has included participating on 
the Engagement Team for OSA’s annual RAGBRAI 
outreach. Lynn has applied for and received numer-
ous important grants to support OSA’s engagement 
activities and has been part of recent OSA project 
teams for the Glenwood Archaeological Preserve, 
the Blood Run National Historic Landmark, Albany 
Mounds, and the Iowa Valley Scenic Byway. Lynn au-
thored the National Historic Landmark nomination 
for the Kimball Village Site, submitted to the Na-
tional Park Service in 2012 and currently undergo-
ing review. 
In retirement, Lynn intends to be an active archaeol-
ogist and follow-up on her major research interest, 
late prehistoric Plains archaeology. She is current-
ly coauthoring a new book with William Whittaker 
and Mary De La Garza entitled A Guide to Archae-
ological Sites in Iowa. Iowa Archaeology Society 
members around the state should keep an eye out 
for Lynn, for as she says, “I may be retiring, but I’m 
not going to disappear!” which bodes well for Iowa 
archaeology—congratulations on retirement, Lynn!
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provided a venue to pilot a draft version of the new 
Project Archaeology supplementary curriculum, In-
vestigating Shelter, Investigating a Midwestern Wicki-
up. The curriculum was prepared with the assistance 
and expertise of historians at the Meskwaki Tribal 
History Museum and SHSI, conservation educators, 
K–12 classroom teachers including Iowa’s two Proj-
ect Archaeology Master Teachers, and national Proj-
ect Archaeology. An initial draft of the curriculum 
was presented and reviewed by teachers attending 
the autumn FY 2014 Project Archaeology teacher 
workshops. The finalized curriculum was launched in 
January, and the final grant report was submitted in 
March. The creation of this new supplementary cur-
riculum based on the scientific investigation of a wick-
iup provided an appropriate and broadly applicable 
shelter investigation for use by educators in Iowa and 
the Midwest to teach scientific inquiry and address 
Common Core Curriculum standards, scientific lit-
eracy, and resource stewardship.
The IDNR Lands and Water Bureau awarded a 
contract in FY 2014 to the EOP to prepare a highly 
polished PowerPoint presentation for use by OSA ar-
chaeologists to deliver a 45-60 minute presentation 
on Iowa’s water trails to communities statewide. This 
PowerPoint was used throughout in May and June at 
outreach events across Iowa, reaching 81 attendees. 
The OSA also prepared and printed 1,050 copies of 
an illustrated, interpretive booklet highlighting im-
portant sites and historic events along this corridor 
of the Des Moines River as part of interpretive pro-
gramming contracted in FY 2013.
On September 3, 2013 Elizabeth Reetz started as 
the new EOP Director after Lynn Alex’s retirement 
early in FY 2014. Lynn concluded her tenure and re-
tired from the EOP on July 5, 2013. 
reseArch division
Burials Program
The Burials Program works closely with Indian 
tribes, the OSA’s IAC, landowners across the state, 
and a variety of local, state, and federal agencies. Its 
purpose is to implement state and federally man-
dated protection of burial sites and examination and 
disposition of human remains. The Burials Program 
is the principal point of contact regarding the Na-
tive American Graves and Protection and Repatria-
tion Act (NAGPRA), reburial, and repatriation. Since 
1976, when Iowa’s burial protection law was passed, 
the program has handled 3,100 projects in all of Io-
wa’s 99 counties.
The number, type, and timing of new burial proj-
ects in any one year can vary greatly. Because of the 
diverse variables in these projects, each needs to be 
addressed on a case-by-case basis. The overall goal 
of the Burials Program is to be successfully respon-
sive to each of these projects. To meet this goal re-
quires the flexibility to respond as needed to diverse 
situations. In FY 2014, there were 130 new projects 
from 46 counties, five unknown locations, one from 
Missouri, and one from North Dakota. In addition, 
work continued on numerous burial projects from 
previous years. The majority of projects dealt with 
potential or real threats to known or possible burial 
sites. Twenty-one field investigations were conduct-
ed. An IAC meeting was held in November 2013, 
supplemented with consultation throughout the year 
via e-mail and phone. The remains from 322 individ-
uals from the nineteenth-century Catholic cemetery 
in Dubuque, 13DB476, were reburied in Mt. Olivet 
Cemetery, Dubuque, Iowa, on September 6, 2013.
New projects have included the unanticipated 
discovery of human remains necessitating field in-
vestigation and consultation in Blackhawk, Calhoun, 
Cherokee, Jackson, Jasper, Page, Pottawattamie, Sto-
ry, and Woodbury counties; and the discovery of 
human remains in existing collections at Stephens 
College (Missouri) and in several private collections.
A number of projects required multi-agency or 
multi-partner consultation, collaboration, and review. 
These include (1) Rural Electric Cooperative (REC) 
projects in multiple counties with burial-related is-
sues; (2) numerous cell tower projects, city water 
and sewer projects; (3) one Federal Emergency Man-
agement Administration (FEMA) project in Dickin-
son County; (6) trail projects in Linn and Winneshiek 
counties; (4) information and management recom-
mendations for proposed Iowa Natural Heritage 
Foundation property in Clayton County and Jackson 
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County Conservation Board property acquisition 
containing burial sites; (5) multiple requests from the 
State Medical Examiner’s Office, law enforcement, 
and other agencies to examine human remains; and 
(6) the development of memoranda of agreement for 
several projects around the state.
The Burials Program continues to work with 
a variety of partners, including private landowners, 
on various projects with a potential to impact buri-
al sites, long-range management issues, and preser-
vation options. It also provides information about 
Iowa’s NAGPRA process to other states, tribes, 
agencies, and organizations upon request. Consulta-
tion and collaboration within the past year included 
a wide variety of external organizations and individu-
als on burial related issues. These include the IAC; 
tribes; State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), 
SHSI; Iowa Department of Public Health; State Medi-
cal Examiner’s Office; IDNR; Iowa DOT; Iowa Attor-
ney General’s Office; State Preserves Advisory Board; 
Iowa Natural Heritage Foundation; county conserva-
tion boards, supervisors, sheriff offices, medical ex-
aminers, historical societies, historic preservation 
commissions, and cemetery commissions; township 
trustees; libraries; private landowners; developers; 
county and city planning and zoning offices; archae-
ological consulting firms; State Association for the 
Preservation of Iowa Cemeteries; UW–Madison; Na-
tional NAGPRA Office; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; 
Effigy Mounds National Monument (EFMO); Midwest 
Archeological Center, National Park Service (NPS); 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; FEMA; U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency; Rural Utility Service, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture; RECs; and South Dakota 
Department of Natural Resources.
The Burials Program employed one work-study 
student and provided staff supervision for one in-
tern from the University of Northern Iowa. The UI-
Stanford Collection continued to provide educational 
and research opportunities, with multi-day visits by 
researchers from UI Department of Anthropology 
(undergraduate honors student), University of Ne-
braska–Lincoln, and the Joint POW/MIA Accounting 




The Contract Services Division conducts contract 
and grant-funded research. The two programs with-
in the division, the Highway Archaeology Program 
(HAP) and the General Contracts Program (GCP), 
undertake archaeological and architectural histo-
ry studies statewide. These projects, regardless of 
funding source or sponsor, generate important new 
knowledge on Midwestern prehistory and history, 
and they form the basis for many staff publications, 
professional and public presentations, and student 
and faculty research projects.
In FY 2014, the GCP celebrated its twenty-third 
year and secured 95 new awards totaling $602,966 
(Figure 10). Investigations were conducted in 67 Iowa 
counties. Following past practice, awards are tallied 
fully in the fiscal year initially received regardless of 
the schedule of planned expenditure. As always, con-
siderable volatility in cultural resource management 
archaeology research consulting opportunities re-
mains typical, although FY 2015 shows promise of 
high levels of research activity by GCP. The program 
average funding level for the past three fiscal years is 
$463,676.
Cultural resource management contracts under 
the auspices of the National Historic Preservation 
Act account for the majority of our externally funded 
projects. This work involves numerous partnerships 
at the federal, state, and local levels (city and county 
municipalities) on projects that require state (non-
UI) and federal regulatory review as part of compli-
ance with cultural resource protection legislation as a 
result of either funding or permitting. OSA’s project 
teams include archaeologists and architectural his-
torians who provide property assessments, surveys, 
and detailed investigations of extant or newly docu-
mented historic properties, and make informed rec-
ommendations regarding potential eligibility for listing 
on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
In FY 2014, the majority of cultural resource man-
agement projects conducted by the OSA involved 
partnerships with state offices and programs includ-
ing the IDNR and Iowa Division of Agriculture and 
Figure 10 General Contracts Program projects and awards in Fiscal Year 2014.
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Figure 11 Archaeological excavations at VSOM (13JH1436) and Hubbard Park (13JH1440) in Iowa City, 2013–2014.
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Land Services. Federally-mandated projects were 
conducted for the Federal Communications Commis-
sion, FEMA, Homeland Security, U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development, and the U.S. De-
partment of Agriculture’s Farm Services Agency.
Of particular note for FY 2014 was the OSA’s part-
nership with the UI’s flood disaster work to replace 
the Voxman School of Music (VSOM) and the Iowa 
Memorial Union (IMU), both of which were substan-
tially damaged during 2008 flooding. OSA archaeolo-
gists responded to numerous unexpected discoveries 
during construction work for both the VSOM and 
IMU. This research documented several new Iowa ar-
chaeological sites, two of which were determined to 
be eligible for the NRHP. Sites 13JH1436, identified 
at the VSOM construction location, and 13JH1440, 
at the IMU Hubbard Park location, revealed numer-
ous features dating to the period from the early nine-
teenth century to the early twentieth century  (Figure 
11).
FY 2014 saw continuation of work in partnership 
with the Wastewater Reclamation Authority (WRA) 
of the City of Des Moines to provide archaeologi-
cal monitoring services for the construction of the 
remaining portions of the new main 
outfall sewer in downtown Des 
Moines. A great deal of progress was 
also made in FY 2014 on the analysis 
and reporting for the Palace site ex-
cavations, also conducted under con-
tract with the WRA. A monograph 
on the Palace site was completed ear-
ly in FY 2015 and several presenta-
tions at the regional and national level 
are planned based on the results of 
the Palace site investigations in FY 
2015 (Figure 12).
GCP researchers were awarded 
six grants in FY 2014 in support of 
preservation initiatives and commu-
nity programs in Iowa. One grant, 
awarded by the IDNR Preserves 
Board, will involve developing interpretive materi-
als for the IDNR state preserves website for Hart-
ley Fort in Allamakee County. The OSA partnered 
with Quinn Evans Architects to develop a cultural 
landscape report and an environmental assessment 
for EFMO, Harpers Ferry, Iowa. Other FY 2014 
grant-funded projects include partnerships with the 
Amana Colonies Land Use District Historic Preser-
vation Commission to provide an archaeological in-
vestigation of the Meskwaki leaders, Wacoshashe and 
Poweshiek, and with the Fort Atkinson Historic Pres-
ervation Commission to conduct an archaeological 
survey of a possible Ho-Chunk (Winnebago) ridged 
corn field in Winneshiek County. OSA also received a 
grant from the Iowa DOT, statewide Transportation 
Alternatives Program to document Iowa’s pre-settle-
ment roads and trails. Finally, OSA partnered with 
the IDNR to assist in the planning and development 
of archaeological assessments and interpretive mate-
rials for 10 water trails comprising 817 river-miles.
Highway Archaeology Program
The HAP completed its forty-fourth year of con-
tracted services with the Iowa DOT. FY 2014 marked 
the twenty-fifth year that historic architectural eval-
uations were prepared for standing buildings sched-
uled for acquisition or removal, and the eighteenth 
year that cultural resource evaluations were provided 
Figure 12 Palace Site poster presentation at 2014 SAA 
conference in Austin, Texas.
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for transportation planners and engineers seeking 
cultural resources assistance on proposed highway 
projects. During this period, the HAP completed the 
second year of a three-year contract agreement with 
the Iowa DOT.
Over the past year, the HAP conducted investiga-
tions on 59 projects in 41 counties involving Phase 
IA (reconnaissance), Phase I (survey), and Phase II 
(excavation) studies to identify and evaluate archaeo-
logical sites (Figure 13), and to conduct architectural 
documentation on historic buildings. Representative 
projects completed included surveys for a number 
of highway reconstruction corridors, bridge replace-
ments, wetland and flood mitigations, and historic ar-
chitectural surveys, as well as Phase II archaeological 
excavations and historic property studies.
Among the projects completed were cultural re-
source surveys and excavations in advance of high-
way improvements for the crossing of U.S. 65, Iowa 
330, Iowa 117, and Jasper County F-17. Following 
the designation of a Corridor Study Area, an inten-
sive historic architectural evaluation was conducted 
that identified 22 architectural sites within the survey 
area. Based on the investigation, all 15 older sites and 
all seven modern sites were evaluated as not eligible 
for listing in the NRHP. The older properties, most 
of them farmsteads or rural residences, were in most 
cases representative examples of common building or 
farmstead types, and in many cases had also been al-
tered significantly within the past 50 years.
This same Jasper County study area received 
Phase II archaeological investigations at nine prehis-
toric sites in conjunction with the proposed proj-
ect. The Phase I archaeological survey of the project 
area was reported in 2013, and evaluated 36 new 
and eight previously recorded archaeological sites. 
Nine of those newly recorded sites were included 
in this Phase II investigation. Sites 13JP226, 13JP228, 
and 13JP229 represent short term occupations with 
small artifact assemblages of unknown cultural affili-
ation. Sites 13JP234, 13JP235, 13JP236, and 13JP237 
represent single use sites, or relatively short term oc-
cupations of perhaps a single season. Due to evidence 
of historic disturbances, or deposits that were limited 
in extent and showing indications of deflation, these 
sites do not meet the qualification standards for inclu-
sion in the NRHP.
Sites 13JP230 and 13JP239 represent undisturbed, 
single component prehistoric archaeological sites. 
Site 13JP230 represents a single occupation habita-
tion site and appears to be culturally affiliated with the 
Late Paleoindian period based on the recovery of two 
Eden type projectile points. The site appears to be 
a seasonal base camp with activities associated with 
the retooling of hunting weapons, the gathering and 
processing of other materials, and the observation of 
Figure 13 Phase II testing 
excavations at site 13DM1438 
along Highway 61 in Des 
Moines County.
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James M. Collins Retires from OSA 
by John F. Doershuk
Jim Collins joined the OSA staff in 1988 as a member 
of the Highway Archaeology Program and proceeded 
to quietly but effectively become a prolific contribu-
tor to Iowa archaeology. Jim, who retired from the 
OSA in early April, 2014 has for years been thought-
fully thinking and writing about Iowa archaeology in 
venues like the Journal of the Iowa Archeological So-
ciety, Annals of Iowa, and Midcontinental Journal of 
Archaeology. Jim has also been a frequent presenter 
at archaeological conferences at the state, regional, 
and national levels, including his memorable retro-
spective “This Individual—Bill Green” delivered on 
the occasion of the Iowa Archeological Society’s pre-
sentation of the 2002 Keyes/Orr Award to Bill. Jim’s 
description in this presentation of his combined relief 
and joy at being hired into the OSA in 1988 is worth 
repeating here (substitute “Bill Green” for “This Indi-
vidual” in the following):
“…and knowing too that Steve Lensink was the acting 
State Archaeologist—and given the fact that Steve hap-
pened to be standing at the time with “This Individual” 
and with the commonality that “This Individual” and I had 
just presented papers in the same session—and thinking, 
given our then unordinary circumstances, that it might be 
worth considering moving back to Iowa with my little fam-
ily someday, I screwed up all my courage, circled a few 
times, then stepped squarely out of character, and intro-
duced myself to Steve and “This Individual,” reminding 
Dr. Lensink that we had spoken on the phone once or 
twice when I had previously worked in Iowa for Dale Hen-
ning at Luther College. To my great relief, both Steve and 
“This Individual” greeted me as “a hale fellow, well met” 
and we enjoyed a pleasant conversation. I count this as a 
major turning point in my life because shortly thereafter 
“This Individual” was hired as the research archaeologist 
on the staff of the OSA. A few months after that the OSA 
advertised a couple of other positions, for which I applied. 
I can only assume that by introducing myself so unnatu-
rally that day in Toronto, I gave “This Individual” a face to 
place with my application. And through a stroke of luck, I 
was eventually hired.”
Along with his publications and conference papers Jim 
has authored or co-authored a staggering 272 tech-
nical reports on projects in countless venues across 
the state. In the process, Jim recorded at least 307 
archaeological sites in 44 counties, a significant con-
tribution to the database! Jim conducted many impor-
tant projects while at the OSA, including mitigation 
excavations at the Dolomite Ridge Site (13DB428) 
game animals. Site 13JP239 represents a single com-
ponent site containing at least two linear hearths hy-
pothesized to be the loci of pottery manufacturing. 
It appears to be culturally affiliated with the Middle-
Late Woodland period transition based on the recov-
ery of Havana-like and Madrid-ware pottery sherds. 
Ground penetrating radar suggests the potential of 
at least three additional large subsurface features 
and several smaller features. Both sites 13JP230 and 
13JP239 meet the qualification standards for inclusion 
in the National Register of Historic Places. It was rec-
ommended that Phase III archaeological data recov-
ery be conducted at these two significant prehistoric 
archaeological sites. The Iowa DOT subsequently re-
designed the project to avoid both sites.
Another noteworthy project involved the historic 
architectural study of the Atalissa Weigh Station in 
advance of its proposed removal. The site is locat-
ed on U.S. 6 east of Atalissa in Muscatine County. 
The circa 1950 Atalissa Weigh Station was original-
ly built to monitor heavy vehicle traffic between the 
Mississippi River and parts west. It was constructed 
in the Moderne style and is the last remaining facil-
ity of its type in Iowa. The facility’s NRHP eligibility 
under Criterion A for its relationship to the intro-
duction of innovative vehicle weighing facilities into 
the state of Iowa circa 1950–1980 had been previ-
ously determined in the 2013 Phase I survey. Exterior 
field investigations included photographic recorda-
tion, measurements of the facility grounds in order 
to produce a scale site plan, and measurements of 
all building architectural features. Interior investiga-
tions consisted of photographic recordation of the 
administration building, salvaging paper documents 
located inside, as well as entering, measuring, and 
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in Dubuque County and Buck Creek 
Mounds (13CT34 and 13CT36) in 
Clayton County, extensive Phase 
II investigation of the Bash Site 
(13MR228) in Marshall County, and 
multiple projects over an extended 
period in Hardin County associated 
with Iowa Department of Transpor-
tation improvements to Highway 20 
and especially the crossing of the Har-
din County Greenbelt along the Iowa 
River. In 2004, Jim’s Hardin County 
efforts led to the Hardin County His-
toric Preservation Commission and 
Hardin County Conservation Board 
awarding the OSA, and in particular 
Jim and several colleagues, an award 
recognizing his “Outstanding work 
in assisting with the Hardin County, 
Iowa, Archaeology/Paleontology Re-
sources Management Plan for Public 
Lands and Education Program.”
In retirement Jim maintains an office at the OSA 
in the role of an adjunct research associate. While 
he has spent plenty of his recent energy on hunt-
ing and fishing pursuits, Jim continues his thoughtful 
consideration of Iowa archaeology topics and I’m 
sure we’ll be seeing new publications in the not too 
distant future—in the meantime, congratulations on 
retirement, Jim!
photographing both the scale pit access tunnel and 
the scale pit with its intact Fairbanks Type-3 Pit Type 
truck scale. The mitigation report included an histor-
ic context for mid-twentieth-century Iowa highway 
weigh stations.
The procedures developed over the years and 
used by the Iowa DOT and HAP for cultural resource 
assessments are in compliance with state and feder-
al regulations and guidelines for fieldwork, reporting, 
and curation of materials. Its goals are to continue 
to provide the Iowa DOT with comprehensive ar-
chaeological and historic architectural coverage on 
transportation projects and authoritative cultural re-
source evaluations for transportation planners and 
engineers, and to use this information to expand the 
knowledge of Iowa’s rich cultural heritage.
GenerAl services division
Collections Program
By statute (Iowa Code, Chapter 263B and Admin-
istrative Code 685) the OSA is the State Archaeo-
logical Repository for Iowa. The OSA collections 
comprise archaeological materials and related docu-
mentation pertaining to Iowa archaeology. Further, 
the OSA maintains collections important to the re-
search and educational efforts of the OSA. These 
include comparative and teaching collections of ar-
chaeological and non-archaeological objects. The 
OSA curates collections—artifactual materials and 
associated documents and photographs—from the 
OSA Contract Services Division, private archaeologi-
cal consulting firms, OSA research, and from private 
donations. The OSA curates collections for federal 
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and state agencies including the Rock Island District, 
Corps of Engineers; Kansas City District, Corps of 
Engineers; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; Iowa Army 
Ammunition Plant; General Services Administration; 
IDNR; and SHSI. The OSA is the designated reposi-
tory for the Charles R. Keyes Archaeological Collec-
tion for the SHSI and the Paul Sagers Archaeological 
Collection for the IDNR.
The OSA maintains a relational database for col-
lections and a bibliographic database for documents. 
In FY 2014, 207 artifact collections were newly acces-
sioned into the repository—120 from projects con-
ducted by private consulting firms, 81 from projects 
conducted by the OSA’s Contract Services Division, 
one from the General Services Division, and five from 
private donations. The total number of accessioned 
collections at the end of FY 2014 was 14,303. The 
OSA tracks the use of both on-site collection exami-
nations and collection loans. In FY 2014, 52 separate 
collections were examined including 11 collections 
in the Charles R. Keyes Collection. The collections 
were examined by nine OSA staff members and 10 
other researchers. A total of 14 loan agreements 
were signed representing 43 separate collections 
including nine Charles R. Keyes collections. Collec-
tions were loaned for exhibits, educational programs, 
and research. Collections were loaned to OSA staff 
and others including UI Department of Anthropol-
ogy, Logan Museum of Anthropology, Beloit Col-
lege; University of Wisconsin–Madison Department 
of Anthropology; Cedar Falls Historical Society; De-
partment of Anthropology, Augustana College; Bear 
Creek Archeology, Inc.; and the Washington County 
Conservation Board.
The OSA artifactual materials catalog database 
contains nearly one-half million records. This repre-
sents 40 percent of the accessioned collections. The 
data are now available for access through I-Sites Pro.
The OSA pursues grants in support of efforts to 
ensure the long-term care for the collections. In FY 
2013, the OSA was awarded $39,776 for the second 
phase of the Preservation of Iowa’s Archaeological 
Photographs. A total of 62,775 negatives and prints 
were preserved through digital scanning. This project 
was funded by a SHSI Historic Resource and Devel-
opment Program grant.
The documents bibliographic database holdings 
have increased from 170,000 records in FY 2013 
to 250,600 records in FY 2014. Over 76 percent 
of these records are available digitally. Site sheets, 
monographs, and photographs have been uploaded 
online for I-Sites Pro user access. The goals for the 
Documents Program are to continue to increase digi-
tal availability of its holdings for greater ease of access 
by both scholars and the general public while enhanc-
ing preservation.
Information Technology Program
The ITP works closely with OSA staff members, 
UI’s campus-wide Information Technology Systems, 
and various vendors to maintain the OSA’s computer 
network and its many components. The ITP handles 
repairs and upgrades for all OSA information tech-
nology equipment and is responsible for the general 
health of the OSA information technology system—
performing regular and emergency threat detection, 
repair, and removal. Since its inception, the ITP has 
been the lead advisor and is instrumental in all aspects 
of planning and implementing the OSA network sys-
tem including a regular reassessment of all OSA hard-
ware and software.
Software and hardware training for the OSA staff 
also falls within the responsibilities of the ITP. The 
OSA staff members are provided with computer 
training and assistance for all software applications 
which include ESRI ArcGIS 10.2, GPS data processing 
software, Microsoft Office 2010, and Adobe Master 
Suite CS6.
The ITP is the OSA’s source for web and applica-
tion development and maintenance. ITP manages and 
maintains several websites including the OSA web-
site. ITP also hosts a number of external web client 
partners including the Plains Anthropological Society, 
Midwest Archaeological Conference, National Asso-
ciation of State Archaeologists, Council of Councils 
(archaeological professional organizations), and the 
Iowa Archeological Society pages. 
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Figure 14 I-Sites Gov poster 
presented at the Society of American 
Archaeology meeting, 2014.
Web and application development became an in-
creasingly important ITP activity during FY 2014 the 
multi-year project supported by FEMA funding called 
I-SitesGov was completed and released.  This is a web 
application for state constituents lacking profession-
al archaeologists on staff but who have a legitimate 
need for finer scale archaeological data than is pub-
licly available via I-SitesPublic (Figure 14).
The ITP also reviews the UI’s IT Policy Survey and 
IT Parallel System Audit, participates in the activities 
of the UI’s Spam Reduction Team and the Security 
Review Team, and assists with the Campus Informa-
tion Technology Leaders Strategic Security Plan.
During FY 2014, the ITP undertook a number of 
portal upgrades. Since the ITP inception in 2001, sev-
eral large-scale conversions were completed. These 
conversions include the following:
 • 3 SQL server databases developed for portal 
access.
 • Website improvements are ongoing. In 
FY 2014 many new websites were added, 
many focusing on new research including 
Plainsanthropologicalsociety.org. A Maney 
Publishing portal was added to the Plains An-
thropological website and Ubercart was add-
ed to the Midwest Archaeological Conference 
website.  
 • The ITP contributed a large number of photo-
graphs that are shared with the public through 
the EOP.
Iowa Site File
During FY 2014, the ISF, including the I-SitesPublic 
and I-SitesPro Internet access portals, were reorga-
nized as part of ITP. A total of 253 site numbers were 
assigned to newly recorded sites. Data for 373 sites 
were added to the site file (Figure 15). Most new-
ly reported sites derive from cultural resource sur-
veys conducted by professional archaeologists. Some, 
however, were also reported by landowners, avoca-
tional archaeologists, and other non-professionals.
As of June 30, 2014, 26,800 archaeological sites 
were recorded in the ISF. Information on each site 
is recorded in a relational database and locations are 
stored in a GIS. The OSA makes extensive use of 
the GIS and database to respond to site information 
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Figure 15 Sites recorded in Fiscal Year 2014.
Figure 16 Site searches in Fiscal Year 2014.
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PublicAtion division
The OSA continues publication of four scientif-
ic series on Iowa archaeology—Contract Completion 
Reports, Project Completion Reports, and Research Pa-
pers—as well as occasional Special Publications, pam-
phlets, calendars of events, and posters. During FY 
2014, the OSA produced 95 Contract Completion 
Reports, 25 Project Completion Reports, 38 Culture 
Resource Assessments, and 1 Research Paper. These 
scientific publications are listed in Appendix F.
Staff members continued their steady contribu-
tion of materials to the Newsletter of the Iowa Archeo-
logical Society, and the OSA continues its support for 
editing, production, and printing of the Newsletter as 
well as the annual Journal of the Iowa Archeological Soci-
ety. The full-color issues of the Newsletter are printed 
by UI Printing Service’s digital press. Electronic pub-
lishing via the World Wide Web continued to grow 
in FY 2014 and transition of the OSA website to the 
UI standard Drupal format was completed. This tran-
sition has considerably enhanced the OSA’s ability to 
expand content on the wide variety of information 
related to Iowa archaeology and related subjects rel-
evant to both scholars and the general public.
stAFF leAdershiP service 
And AwArds
In addition to their active participation as mem-
bers of boards, commissions, or committees (Appen-
dix E), several OSA staff members received awards 
and served leadership roles in public and professional 
service during FY 2014.
Lynn Alex served as Co-Chair of the Education 
Committee for the Iowa Museum Association Board 
and Chair of the Public Education Committee for the 
Society for American Archaeology Award for Excel-
lence in Public Education committee.
Mark Anderson served as the Anthropology Sec-
tion Chair for the Iowa Academy of Science and si-
multaneously as President of both the Association of 
Iowa Archaeologists and the Iowa Society of the Ar-
chaeological Institute of America.
requests from a wide variety of planners and re-
searchers. In FY 2014, the OSA conducted 134 data 
searches for consultants, agencies, and individuals 
(Figure 16, Table 2). Searches generated $13,550 in 
revenue to help offset program costs to maintain the 
system. The accompanying maps show the location of 
sites added to the ISF in FY 2014. 
Information from the ISF is also provided on the 
World Wide Web. The I-Sites Public Internet map 
server (http://archaeology.uiowa.edu/i-sites) provides 
all users with access to maps of all 99 Iowa counties 
showing the locations of Public Land Survey sections 
(1 x 1 mile) where archaeological sites have been 
recorded. A password-protected website (www.io-
waisites.com) provides qualified professional archae-
ologists and their staff with access to more detailed 
data on archaeological sites and related information. 
As of the end of FY 2014, 231 individual users are reg-
istered to use I-SitesPro under 31 licenses purchased 
by individuals, firms, and agencies. Licenses fees gen-
erated $35,350 in revenue and Site search fees gener-
ated $13,550 to help offset program costs to maintain 
the system which gives professional consultants full-
time access to the OSA’s data records concerning 
recorded archaeological site locations, previously ar-
chaeologically surveyed areas, and many other types 
of data useful for those providing consulting services.
Table 2 Site Searches by Client
Client Class Number of Searches
City Governments 13
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John Doershuk was reappointed for the 2013–2014 
academic year as Adjunct Assistant Professor in the 
Department of Anthropology, continued service as 
Treasurer of the Midwest Archaeological Confer-
ence, Inc, and received a University of Iowa “Out-
standing Staff” award
Cherie Haury-Artz continued to serve as the coor-
dinator for the statewide Iowa Archeological Society 
amateur certification program and as a facilitator for 
Iowa’s Project Archaeology
Alan Hawkins served as Treasurer and Member-
ship Secretary for the Iowa Archeological Society.
Bryan Kendall served as Treasurer of the Associa-
tion of Iowa Archaeologists.
Stephen Lensink was reappointed for the 2013–
2014 academic year as Adjunct Assistant Professor in 
the Department of Anthropology.
Michael Perry completed service as Editor of the 
Journal of the Iowa Archeological Society.
Cynthia Peterson was appointment to the Graduate 
Faculty of St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, Min-
nesota, to serve on a Master’s thesis committee.
Melody Pope was reappointed for the 2013–2014 
academic year as Adjunct Assistant Professor in the 
Department of Anthropology.
Elizabeth Reetz was appointed as the Iowa Net-
work Coordinator for the Society of American Ar-
chaeology Public Education Committee and was 
certified as a Master Teacher and Facilitator for Proj-
ect Archaeology.
Shirley Schermer continued involvement with Proj-
ect Archaeology and continues to serve as Adjunct 
Instructor with the Department of Anthropology.
William Whittaker was elected as Editor of the 
Journal of the Iowa Archeological Society.
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Review of Fiscal Year 2014 Annual Work Plan 
Accomplishments
3. Extend the impact of the OSA’s various social 
media efforts (e.g., Facebook and Twitter) to 
increase the number of followers and timely 
dissemination of information on Iowa archae-
ology topics. Successful, Tumbler and Instagram 
presence established and Facebook and Twitter fol-
lowers greatly increased
4. Collaborate with the UI Pentacrest Museums 
and other campus partners in developing a ma-
jor traveling public engagement program via a 
statewide “Dare to Discover” mobile museum 
and “engagement portal” website. Successful, 
website established in January 2014 and Mobile 
Museum launched April 2014.
5. Complete archaeological and osteological re-
porting for the identification, excavation, and 
analyses of unmarked burials from a nine-
teenth-century historic cemetery in Dubuque 
while continuing to provide high quality state-
wide osteological services to law enforcement 
personnel as needed. Successful.
6. Complete the second and initiate the third year 
of the funded SAFETEA-LU (Safe, Account-
able, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity 
Act) Transportation Enhancement Grant Pro-
gram award “Bringing the Glenwood Culture 
to Iowans: Research, Publication, and Engage-
ment on Archaeological Sites Excavated by The 
The FY 2014 Annual Work Plan for the OSA set 
15 specific objectives, all completely or at least par-
tially accomplished, to be achieved during the fiscal 
year. These objectives address the goals as set forth 
in OSA’s five-year strategic plan for 2010–2016 (see 
Appendix A):
Offer a fall 2013 First-year Seminar honors sec-
tion entitled “Archaeology” which engages partici-
pating students in current research at the OSA and 
Macbride Hall (Anthropology and Museum of Natural 
History) archaeological laboratories. Successful, John 
F. Doershuk instructor,15 participants.
1. Engage in an intensive community engagement 
project with the City of Oakville funded by a 
SHSI Resource Development Program grant 
matched by local funds and OSA contributed 
effort entitled: “Celebrating Survival: Creating 
the Oakville Archaeological and Historical Mu-
seum.” On-going, completion expected during ear-
ly fall 2014.
2. Utilize OSA resources to offer undergraduate 
and graduate students research and employ-
ment opportunities including as volunteers, 
work-study students, research assistants, and 
interns, and mentor graduate students in An-
thropology (especially those working on a 
Master’s degree specialization in CRM archae-
ology). Successful, 20 participants (see Table 10).
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Iowa Department of Transportation.” Success-
ful completion of Year 1 and initiation of Year 2.
7. Complete a national search for a Director of 
Education and Outreach to replace retired di-
rector Lynn Alex. Successful, Elizabeth Reetz 
hired (start date September 3, 2013).
8. Continue to conduct high quality archaeologi-
cal, architectural history, and osteological re-
search for regional, national, and international 
grant and contract-funded sponsors as staff 
expertise and opportunity permits. Successful, 
$2.3 million in grant and contract funding secured 
including $435,478 returned to UI as Facilities & 
Administrative costs.
9. In cooperation with FEMA, Iowa Homeland 
Security, and the Louisa-Des Moines Coun-
ty Drainage District #4, develop I-SitesGov, 
an online tool for enhancing decision-making 
concerning the need for, and scoping of, ar-
chaeological investigations in Iowa. On-going, 
completion expected during early fall 2014.
10. Offer a Fall 2013 course, “Lithic Analysis in 
Archaeology: Practicum in Lithic Analysis,” 
through the Department of Anthropology to 
enhance student understanding of lithic analysis 
method and theory. Successful, Melody K. Pope, 
instructor, 8 participants.
11. Continue initiatives in international coopera-
tive research including lithic microwear and 
osteological. Successful.
12. Continue collaboration with UI Press regarding 
completion of an archaeological guide to dis-
coveries across Iowa. On-going, publication ex-
pected early 2015.
13. Submit for publication at least 10 journal ar-
ticles and book chapters, including to peer-
reviewed journals, and continue contributions 
to online websites and wikis to improve the 
dissemination of information about the signifi-
cance and value of Iowa’s past. Successful (see 
Appendix D).
14. Initiate planning for a web-based “Ancient 
Trails of Iowa” heritage tourism project that 
combines the best of Iowa statewide tourism 
linked to historical architecture, landscapes, 
and archaeological sites. Successful.
Summary
The OSA continued its wide-ranging research, ed-
ucation, and service programs during FY 2014 with 
broad-based involvement by the OSA staff. In addi-
tion to the above noted accomplishments are the fol-
lowing highlights:
 • Participation in several OVPRED-inspired 
initiatives to increase the visibility and effec-
tiveness of UI statewide engagement efforts. 
These include the creation of a Dare to Dis-
cover website aimed at connecting commu-
nities and campus, expansion of additional 
Teaching Trunks to increase the accessibil-
ity of teacher resources, and co-development 
with the UI Pentacrest Museums of the “Dare 
to Discover” UI Mobile Museum, a 38-foot-
long custom-built Winnebago recreational 
vehicle outfitted with museum quality exhibi-
tions from the Old Capitol Museum, the Mu-
seum of Natural History, and the OSA along 
with two 46-inch touchscreen displays featur-
ing interactive programming about UI’s virtual 
soldier, flood, and space exploration research 
programs. The Mobile Museum collaborative 
effort exceeded all expectations by hosting 
over 10,000 visitors by the close of FY 2014.
 • Award of a $96,315 grant from the Statewide 
Transportation Alternatives Program: Docu-
menting Iowa’s Pre-Settlement Roads and Trails. 
This project will provide important data in-
forming the Ancient Trails of Iowa heritage 
tourism project emerging in the next several 
years.
 • Recruitment of Donna Palmer as OSA’s new 
Research Administrator. Donna joined OSA 
in February bringing with her extensive expe-
rience from prior UI work with the Epidemi-
ology and Psychology Departments. Donna 
Figure 17 Discover Archaeology webpage on the UI Dare to Discover website.
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replaced Amy Pegump, who served as OSA’s 
Research Administrator from 2010 to early 
2014. Amy departed employment with UI to 
pursue opportunities in education. Donna has 
been a terrific addition to the OSA, rapidly 
picking up existing procedures and extending 
their accuracy, timeliness, and utility. 
 • Lynn Alex and Jim Collins were named OSA 
Adjunct Research Associates following their 
retirements from the OSA. Lynn and Jim con-
tinue on their Iowa archaeology research ef-
forts and serve as valuable resources for OSA 
staff. 
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Fiscal Year 2015: Plans and Prospects
3. Utilize OSA resources to offer undergraduate 
and graduate students research and employ-
ment opportunities including as volunteers, 
work-study students, research assistants, 
and interns, and mentor graduate students 
in Anthropology—especially those working 
on a Master’s degree specialization in CRM 
archaeology.
4. Continue to extend the impact of the OSA’s 
various social media efforts, such as Facebook, 
Twitter, Tumbler, and Instagram, to further in-
crease the number of followers and timely dis-
semination of information on Iowa archaeology 
topics.
5. Complete the Palace site (13PK966) final re-
port for Section 106 compliance purposes and 
initiate publication plans for broader profes-
sional and public dissemination. 
6. Complete a national search for a Bioarchaeol-
ogy Director to replace retiring director Shir-
ley Schermer.
7. Submit a response coordinated with the Uni-
versity administration to the United States 
Army Corps of Engineers concerning OSA be-
coming a regional curation facility.
In FY 2015, the OSA will continue energetically 
pursuing research, education and outreach, and ser-
vice activities throughout Iowa, the surrounding re-
gion, and internationally. In the process, the OSA will 
continue engaging with a wide variety of publics in 
and outside of Iowa. 
For FY 2015, the OSA has established 20 specific 
objectives which reflect goals identified in OSA’s Stra-
tegic Plan: 2010–2016 (see Appendix A). These objec-
tives are designed to focus OSA staff energy toward 
contributing to UI’s efforts to be a leading public re-
search university while cost-efficiently maximizing 
the development, dissemination, and preservation of 
knowledge of Iowa’s human past. The specific objec-
tives are:
1. Offer a fall 2014 First-year Seminar honors sec-
tion entitled Archaeology which engages partici-
pating students in current research at the OSA 
and Macbride Hall (Anthropology and Museum 
of Natural History) archaeological laboratories.
2. Complete an intensive community engagement 
project with the City of Oakville funded by a 
SHSI Resource Development Program grant 
matched by local funds and OSA contributed 
effort entitled: Celebrating Survival: Creating 
the Oakville Archaeological and Historical Mu-
seum. Grand opening scheduled for August 22, 
2014.
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8. Collaborate with the UI Pentacrest Museums 
and other campus partners in developing the 
calendar year 2015 edition of the UI “Dare to 
Discover” Mobile Museum. 
9. Continue to provide high quality statewide os-
teological services to the State Medical Exam-
iner’s Office and law enforcement personnel as 
needed.
10. Complete archaeological field excavations 
within the UI Hubbard Park area as part of 
mitigation of adverse effects stemming from 
FEMA-funded flood recovery construction and 
complete lab, reporting, and public dissemi-
nation activities for these materials as well as 
those recovered the previous year from the 
new UI School of Music construction location.
11. Complete the third year of the funded SAFE-
TEA-LU (Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient 
Transportation Equity Act) Transportation En-
hancement Grant Program award “Bringing 
the Glenwood Culture to Iowans: Research, 
Publication, and Engagement on Archaeologi-
cal Sites Excavated by The Iowa Department of 
Transportation.”
12. Complete the funded Statewide Transporta-
tion Alternatives Program project: “Docu-
menting Iowa’s Pre-Settlement Roads and 
Trails” and extend planning for a web-based 
“Ancient Trails of Iowa” heritage tourism proj-
ect that combines the best of Iowa statewide 
tourism linked to historical architecture, land-
scapes, and archaeological sites.
13. Continue to conduct high quality archaeologi-
cal, architectural history, and osteological re-
search for regional, national, and international 
grant and contract-funded sponsors as staff ex-
pertise and opportunity permits.
14. Complete, in cooperation with FEMA, Iowa 
Homeland Security, and the Louisa-Des Moines 
County Drainage District #4, development of I-
SitesGov, an online tool for enhancing decision-
making concerning the need for, and scoping 
of, archaeological investigations in Iowa. Train-
ing scheduled for September, 2014.
15. Offer a fall 2014 course, “Middle Eastern Ar-
chaeology,” through the Department of An-
thropology to graduate and undergraduate 
students to enhance their understanding of this 
vibrant culture area. 
16. Continue initiatives in international coopera-
tive research including lithic microwear and 
osteological projects.
17. Continue collaboration with the University of 
Iowa Press regarding completion of two im-
portant publications on Iowa archaeology: an 
archaeological guide to discoveries across Iowa 
by Lynn Alex, Mary De La Garza, and William 
Whittaker; and a book on the Dubuque 3rd 
Street Cemetery project by Robin Lillie and 
Jennifer Mack.
18. Submit for publication at least 10 journal ar-
ticles and book chapters, including to peer-re-
viewed journals, and continue contributions to 
newsletters, online websites and wikis to im-
prove the dissemination of information about 
the significance and value of Iowa’s past.
19. Offer a summer 2015 course, “Field Archae-
ology,” through the Iowa Lakeside Laboratory 
Regents Resource Center.
20. Complete negotiations with local and national 
partners to secure funding to support purchase 
by a historic preservation-oriented entity of 
the Fort Madison battlefield site (13LE10) area 
located in the eastern half of the 400 block of 
Avenue H.
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Budget for Fiscal Year 2014
The OSA budget for FY 2014 totaled $2,929,998. 
Of this total, $549,183 (18.7 percent) consisted of UI 
General Education Fund (GEF) appropriations for sal-
aries, benefits, general operating expenses, and safety 
equipment (Tables 3 and 4). The GEF funds are inte-
gral to meeting Iowa Code mandates for the OSA in-
cluding ancient burials protection; maintenance of the 
State Archaeological Repository; providing ISF data 
to the public, consultants and researchers; conduct-
ing research; and promoting preservation of Iowa’s 
non-renewable archaeological resources. In keep-
ing with the OSA’s role as a UI center for research 
activities that complement and extend the projects 
possible through the GEF appropriation, a variety 
of sponsored grants and contracts were secured by 
the office. As is typical, the majority (81.3 percent) 
of OSA funding for FY 2014 was derived from spon-
sored projects, fees, contributions, and UI Research 
Incentive support (Tables 3, 5–7). The HAP contract 
with the Iowa DOT accounted for the greatest sin-
gle source of support, amounting to 72.6 percent of 
the total OSA funding for FY 2014. New funding for 
sponsored research other than the HAP contract to-
taled $617,725 for FY 2014. The number of full- and 
part-time employees for all programs during FY 2014 
totaled 75. (Tables 8 and 9, Figure 20).
Figure 18 and Table 3 show the OSA annual bud-
get totals from FY 1987 through FY 2014. Funding 
from UI appropriations has increased slowly through 
most of this period reflecting annual raises to UI staff 
as authorized by the Board of Regents. There has 
been relatively little change through the past 21 years 
at OSA in the number of GEF-supported positions.
As Table 3 and Figure 18 document, funding re-
ceived by the OSA from sponsored research sources 
has greatly increased over the past two decades; the 
size of the professional research staff has increased 
concomitantly. In 1987 for each $1 of UI appro-
priations received, the OSA typically secured $2 of 
sponsored research support. For the twenty-one-
year-period FY 1994 through FY 2014, the OSA has 
generated an average $2.9 million in sponsored re-
search support, significantly augmenting the OSA’s 
ability to generate new knowledge about Iowa ar-
chaeology and the opportunity for substantial pub-
lic outreach, both in keeping with the OSA’s primary 
mission.
Figure 19 further illustrates the positive finan-
cial impact of OSA’s presence at the UI. Through 
its sponsored research activity, the OSA has gener-
ated and returned to UI $4.8 million over the past 
10 fiscal years. These funds are required Facilities 
and Administrative costs collected as part of projects 
undertaken by the OSA in its role as a UI research 
department. The OSA’s projected funding from spon-
sored research funding sources appears stable for FY 
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Figure 18 Office of the State Archaeologist (OSA) funding levels, Fiscal Years 1987–2014.
Figure 19 Comparison of University of Iowa (UI) General Education funding allocation with Facilities and Administrative 
costs generated for the UI through Office of the State Archaeologist (OSA) grant and contract activity, Fiscal Years 
1996–2014.
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1987 $166,378 — — — $343,814 $510,192 67.4 —
1988 $180,450 — — — $381,611 $562,061 67.9 —
1989 $218,321 — — — $746,440 $964,761 77.4 —
1990 $250,721 — — $3,392 $758,115 $1,012,228 75.2 —
1991 $241,892 — — $20,666 $1,032,124 $1,294,682 81.3 —
1992 $231,763 — — $4,828 $1,355,345 $1,591,936 85.4 —
1993 $248,162 — — $3,925 $1,503,660 $1,755,747 85.9 —
1994 $255,391 — — $995 $1,860,710 $2,117,096 87.9 —
1995 $273,846 — — $3,442 $1,815,692 $2,092,980 86.9 —
1996 $302,603 — — $9,599 $2,143,301 $2,455,503 87.7 $242,812 
1997 $343,630 $9,227 — $4,874 $1,792,913 $2,150,644 83.6 $423,888 
1998 $423,937 $16,108 — $5,750 $3,044,573 $3,490,368 87.4 $269,706 
1999 $379,304 $10,249 — $16,551 $2,726,245 $3,132,349 87.6 $358,258 
2000 $388,748 $13,614 — $14,288 $3,085,581 $3,502,231 88.5 $324,627 
2001 $395,735 $12,336 — $41,569 $3,531,186 $3,980,826 89.7 $403,836 
2002 $408,102 $15,346 — $50,414 $3,791,216 $4,265,078 90.1 $407,757 
2003 $434,657 $15,495 $100 $35,966 $2,551,074 $3,037,292 85.2 $361,995 
2004 $465,291 $13,756 $370 $58,244 $2,589,257 $3,126,918 84.7 $390,363 
2005 $458,501 $14,834 $60 $101,250 $2,357,860 $2,932,505 83.9 $392,968 
2006 $492,868 $14,933 $60 $51,872 $2,474,091 $3,031,824 83.2 $373,047 
2007 $444,831 $14,176 $6,200 $81,653 $3,876,329 $4,423,189 89.5 $469,414 
2008 $543,708 $17,838 $10,006 $203,489 $3,471,418 $4,246,459 86.5 $580,886 
2009 $581,252 $23,276 $2,520 $376,553 $3,622,303 $4,605,904 87.4 $532,334 
2010 $560,044 $22,115 $2,756 $195,048 $2,854,434 $3,634,397 84.6 $440,829 
2011 $526,065 $16,751 $6,624 $320,615 $3,577,491 $4,447,546 88.2 $534,829 
2012 $545,644 $22,549 $1,519 $324,342 $1,607,403 $2,501,457 78.2 $593,395 
2013 $556,823 $18,866 $2,410 $103,277 $2,702,664 $3,384,040 83.5 $496,486 
2014 $549,183 $16,548 $3,062 $103,602 $2,257,603 $2,929,998 81.3 $435,478 
1General Education Fund
2Safety equipment contributions by the University of Iowa (UI) are not included for any year prior to FY 2007, nor are 
they available for these years. 
3Research Incentive funds first became available in FY 1997. 
4Amounts for gifts are not available for FY 1987 through FY 2002. Gifts include return on the UI Foundation’s endow-
ment funds for the Office of the State Archaeologist (Table 3).
5Amounts for fees and contributions are not available for FY 1987 through FY 1989. Totals for FY 1990 through FY 
2000 and FY 2002 do not include I-Site Pro license and site search fees, and totals for FY 1990 through FY 1999 do 
not include Burials Program fees.
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Table 4 University of Iowa General 
Education Fund Support for Office of the 
State Archaeologist Operations,  
Fiscal Year 2014
Table 5 Gifts and Return on Endowments, 
Fiscal Year 2014
Midwest Archaeological Fund $1,418








General Expenses, Burials Program $4,492
Total $556,823
Table 6 Funding Received from Fees and 
Contributions, Fiscal Year 2014
Burials Program $3,300
Curation Services Program1 $43,856
Education and Outreach Program $18,951
Information Technology Program $40,381
Publications Program $414
Total $103,602
 1Includes return on the endowment fund held by 
The University of Iowa for the Office of the State 
Archaeologist.
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Project by Program County Award
Education and Outreach Program
IDNR: Develop presentation on archaeology and cultural history of Water Trail 
study areas multiple $1,850
General Contracts Program2
IDNR: Work Order 006 Sweet Marsh WMA observation platform, archaeological 
evaluation Bremer $150
IDNR: Lacey-Keosauqua bird blind, archaeological evaluation Van Buren $250
Veenstra & Kimm: Ottumwa 2010 flood protection mitigation project, archaeological 
evaluation Wapello $250
IDNR: Cold Springs State Park driveway expansion, archaeological evaluation Cass $250
IDNR: Brushy Creek tile outlet construction, archaeological evaluation Webster $250
GSS: North Liberty communications tower, archaeological evaluation Johnson $250
GSS: i Wireless, IA-0878 Ankeny communications tower, archaeological evaluation Polk $250
GSS: i Wireless, IA-0818 Saydel communications tower, archaeological evaluation Polk $250
Peterson Construction, Inc.: Watson borrow Highway 100 extension borrow, 
archaeological evaluation Linn $250
IDNR: Red Rock Wildlife Unit house and shop removal, archaeological evaluation Marion $250
Historic Arnolds Park, Inc.: Celebration Pier, Arnold's Park, archaeological evaluation Dickinson $400
GSS: Urbana communications tower, Phase I Benton $1,073
GSS: Independence communications tower, Phase I Buchanan $1,073
GSS: USC Northwood communication tower, Phase I Worth $1,236
GSS: Great Lakes Communication, Spirt Lake communication tower, Phase I Dickinson $1,237
GSS: DeWitt communications tower, Phase I Clinton $1,250
MMS Consultants, Inc.: Country Landscapes, Phase I Johnson $1,253
USDA: FMS hog finishing building, Phase I Washington $1,283
IDNR SRF: Hawkeye drinking water well, Phase I Fayette $1,289
IDNR SRF: City of Fort Dodge sewer, Phase I Webster $1,313
IDNR SRF: Work Order 10 Roland sanitary sewer and lift station improvements 
project, Phase I Story $1,342
IDALS: Mines, Memmelaar AML site, Phase I Mahaska $1,360
IDALS: Mines, Behrle AML site, Phase I Wapello $1,360
IDALS: Mines, Larkin AML site, Phase I Wapello $1,360
FEMA: Midland Power Cooperative desktop assessment, Phase IA Greene $1,415
IDNR SRF: Albert City wastewater treatment plant upgrade, Phase I Buena Vista $1,445
IDNR: Union Hills WMA wetland restoration project, Phase I Cerro Gordo $1,480
City of Cedar Rapids: geoarchaeological survey at the H Avenue portion of the 
proposed CeMar Trail from Cedar Loop Trail to Prairie Drive, City of Cedar 
Rapids, Phase I archival research
Linn $1,500
IDNR: Margo Frankel Woods sidewalk, Phase I Polk $1,522
FEMA: UI Art Building Raze Facility, archaeological monitoring Johnson $1,525
Greater Des Moines Habitat for Humanity: construction project, Phase I Polk $1,543
IDALS: Mines Division, Dooley AML site, Phase I Van Buren $1,545
IDNR: Lake Odessa septic laterals and other construction, Phase IA Louisa $1,758
IDNR SRF: Libertyville water tower, Phase I Jefferson $1,763
MMS Consultants: Cosgrove property development, Phase I Johnson $1,781
IDNR Wetland Trails: presentation development Statewide $1,850
IDNR: Wildcat Den State Park sidewalk construction Phase I Muscatine $1,990
IDALS: Wetland Floyd County Flo961822D, Phase I Floyd $1,993
Peterson Construction Inc.: borrow, Phase I Harrison $1,994
Private: American Home, Second Avenue development, Phase IA Polk $2,000
IDALS: Mitchell County Wetland Mit981810C, Phase I Mitchell $2,005
IDOT: City of Des Moines, bridge at Walnut Creek, unanticipated find assessment Polk $2,006
Table 7 Funding Received for Sponsored Research and Services, Fiscal Year 20141
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Table 7 (Continued) Funding Received for Sponsored Research and Services,  
Fiscal Year 20141
Project by Program County Award
Midwest Testing: Section 404 Clean Water Act permit 42-acre parcel in Ankeny, 
Phase I Polk $2,043
IDNR: Springbrook State Park sewer lines, Phase I Guthrie $2,103
VJ Engineering: boat slip shoreline survey, Phase I Hardin $2,141
MMS Consultants, Inc.: Solon subdivision development , Phase I Johnson $2,149
IDNR SRF: Work Order 11 Breda water tower replacement project, Phase IA Carroll $2,180
City of Dubuque: Eagle Point mound survey, Phase IA Dubuque $2,216
IDALS: Floyd County Wetland Flo961819A, Phase I Floyd $2,229
Shive Hattery: Cole property, Phase IA/I Johnson $2,300
FEMA: City of Eddyville, Area 15 Regional Planning Commission stormwater flood 
protection, Phase I Mahaska $2,497
SIREPA: archaeology study of Site 10 and Site 12, Phase IA Lee $2,500
IDNR: Preserves Board, website materials for Hartley Fort, archival research Allamakee $2,706
IDNR SRF: Geode State Park wastewater project—additional, Phase I Henry $2,734
IDNR SRF: Churdan-Xenia Rural Water connection project, Phase I Greene $3,170
IDNR: Red Rock-Runnells Wetland, Phase I Polk $3,347
Veenstra & Kimm: Ottumwa Phase IA North Basin sewer line alterations, Phase IA Wapello $3,362
Clay County: engineer wetland mitigation project, Phase I Clay $3,392
Troy Hansen: Hansen Ballyard lofts development tax abatement, Phase IA Polk $3,545
IDNR: Bellevue State Park hiking trail, archaeological evaluation Jackson $3,676
IDNR: Twelve Mile Lake sub-impoundment, Phase I Union $3,707
IDNR SRF: Hills water, Phase I Johnson $3,916
City of Cedar Rapids: CeMar Trail Loop, Phase I archival research Linn $4,182
IDNR Wetland Trail: Maquoketa River, Phase IA Delaware $4,290
IDNR SRF: Geode State Park, Phase I Henry $4,315
IDNR: Brushy Creek cabin construction, Phase I Webster $4,687
IDALS: Seven AML Sites, Phase I multiple $4,965
IDNR Wetland Trail: West Fork Des Moines River, Phase IA multiple $5,098
IDNR: Quaker Mill Dam and Maquoketa River, architectural history-Phase I Delaware $5,229
City of Woodbine: CDBG assisted living facility 13th Street, Phase I Harrison $5,840
IDNR: Wapsi Flats wetland development, Phase I Chickasaw $6,159
FEMA: City of Dubuque, Manson bridge and water main (after-the-fact), Phase I Dubuque $6,540
City of Eddyville: storm-water flood protection, archaeological monitoring Wapello $6,900
Humboldt County Historical Association: Dakota City Mill, exploratory excavations, 
research Humboldt $7,218
IDNR Wetland Trail: Upper Iowa River, Phase IA multiple $7,254
IDNR Wetland Trails: South Skunk River, Phase IA Story $7,658
IDNR SRF: City of Pella Drinking Water Treatment Plant Upgrade, Phase I Marion $7,815
Polk County Conservation: Fort Des Moines Park south end field, Phase I Polk $7,908
NIACOG: McQuillen Place project, Phase I Floyd $10,418
Tyson Foods: Tyson Foods historic property study of abandoned railroad bridge 
across the Iowa River at Columbus Junction, architectural history Louisa $10,574
FWS: Barr Rockford dam removal architectural mitigation, architectural history Floyd $10,746
IDNR Wetland Trail: Black Hawk Creek/Cedar River, Phase IA multiple $10,756
Amana Colonies Land Use District: archaeological testing of the 1839–1843 
Meskwaki Village of Wacoshashe and Poweshiek, near South Amana, research Iowa $11,001
Fort Atkinson Historic Preservation Commission: archaeological survey of a possible 
Ho-Chunk (Winnebago) ridged corn field, research Winneshiek $11,354
IDNR Wetland Trail: Little Sioux River, Phase IA multiple $11,631
IDNR Wetland Trail: Big Sioux River, Phase IA multiple $11,699
IDNR Wetland Trail: Iowa River/Lake Odessa, Phase IA multiple $12,575
IDNR Wetland Trail: Des Moines River, Phase IA multiple $12,844
FEMA: UI IMU and Hubbard Park, archaeological field investigation, Winter 2014 Johnson $20,756
Quinn Evans Architects: EFMO cultural landscape study, research Allamakee $27,073
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Table 7 (Continued) Funding Received for Sponsored Research and Services,  
Fiscal Year 20141
Project by Program County Award
FEMA: University of Iowa Voxman School of Music and Clapp Recital Hall demo and 
build archaeological field investigations and 13JH1436 data recovery plan, Summer 
2014
Johnson $39,875
City of Sioux City: archaeological, historical, and geomorphological investigations at 
the Milwaukee Railroad Shops historic district Woodbury $45,633
FEMA: UI IMU Hubbard Park, archaeological analysis and reporting, Winter 2014 Johnson $57,400
IDOT: Statewide Transportation Alternatives Program documenting Iowa's pre-
Settlement roads and trails, research multiple $96,315
SHSI: Oakville archaeological and historical museum exhibition Louisa $14,759
     Subtotal         $617,725
Highway Archaeology Program2
Iowa DOT: Oneota wetland mitigation, Phase I Clay $19,815
Iowa DOT: flood mitigation revetment, Phase I Harrison $17,751
Iowa DOT: architectural history for Atalissa weigh station Muscatine $24,904
Iowa DOT: US 52 Mississippi River overflow bridge, Phase I Jackson $34,970
Iowa DOT: historic architectural survey for US 52 Bridge, Phase I Jackson $31,169
Iowa DOT: NE 54th Avenue and Delaware NE 22nd Street bridge replacement Polk $32,998
Iowa DOT: historic survey for NE 54th Avenue and Delaware NE 22nd Street bridge Polk $9,790
Iowa DOT: US 61 archaeological survey, Phase I Des Moines, Louisa $39,856
Iowa DOT: historic survey for US 61 expansion, Phase I Des Moines/Louisa $18,348
Iowa DOT: investigations of 15 sites with US 61 expansion, Phase II Des Moines, Louisa $425,901
Iowa DOT: archaeological evaluation for US 30 feasibility study, Phase IA Cedar, Clinton $15,352
Iowa DOT: historic evaluation for US 30 feasibility study, Phase IA Cedar, Clinton $16,687
Iowa DOT: conducting follow up work to Project Completion Report 32(16) statewide $16,909
Iowa DOT: archaeological survey IA 346 culvert replacement, Phase I Chickasaw $9,113
Iowa DOT: archaeology and architecture for US 30 feasibility study, Phase IA Cedar/Clinton $5,544
Iowa DOT: Highway Archaeology Program Annual Contract statewide $918,921
    Subtotal $1,638,028
Grand Total $2,257,603
1Abbreviation key: AML = Abandoned Mine Land; CCC = Civilian Conservation Corps; CEP = Conservation Education 
Program; FMS = Farm Management Service; HUD = U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development; HRDP = 
Historic Resource Development Program; IDALS = Iowa Department of Agriculture and Land Stewardship; IDNR = 
Iowa Department of Natural Resources; Iowa DOT = Iowa Department of Transportation; LiDAR = LIght Distance 
and Ranging; REAP = Resource Enhancement and Protection; USC = US Cellular; GSS = Groundwater Service and 
Supply, Inc.; REAP = Resource Enhancement and Protection; RC&D = Resource Conservation and Development; RO 
= reserve osmosis; SHSI = State Historical Society of Iowa; SRA = State Recreation Area; SRF = State Revolving Fund; 
UI = The University of Iowa; USDA = U.S. Department of Agriculture; WCIAAA = West Central Illinois Area Agency 
on Aging; WMA = Wildlife Management Area; WRA = Wastewater Reclamation Authority
2All assessments and Phase I surveys are archaeological unless otherwise noted.
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Table 8 Permanent Staff, Office of the State Archaeologist, Fiscal Year 2014
Name Title Division Funding %FTE
Lynn Alex Director of Education and Outreach Education and 
Outreach
University 50
Dominique Alhambra Collections Management Assistant General Services University/external 100
Mark Anderson Project Archaeologist Contract Services external 100
Richard Carlson Architectural Historian Contract Services external 100
Angela Collins Project Archaeologist Contract Services external 100
James Collins Project Archaeologist Contract Services external 100
John Cordell Repository Manager General Services University/external 100
Mary De La Garza Systems Administrator Contract Services external 100
John Doershuk Director, State Archaeologist General Services University 100
Colleen Eck Site Records Manager General Services University/external 100
Alan Hawkins Project Archaeologist Contract Services external 100
John Hedden Project Archaeologist Contract Services external 100
Daniel Horgen Assistant Project Archaeologist Contract Service external 100
Marlin Ingalls Architectural Historian Contract Services external 100
Linda Langenberg Professional Departmental Assistant General Services University 100
Stephen Lensink Associate Director General Services University 100
Robin Lillie Skeletal Biologist Research University/external 100
Carl Merry Highway Archaeology Program 
Director
Contract Services external 100
Blane Nansel Project Archaeologist Contract Services external 100
Donna Palmer Research Administrator General Services external 100
Amy Pegump Research Administrator General Services External 100
Michael Perry Project Archaeologist Contract Services external 100
Cynthia Peterson Project Archaeologist Contract Services external 100
Melody Pope General Contracts Program 
Director
Contract Services external 100
Elizabeth Reetz Education and Outreach Program 
Director
General Services University/external 100
Teresa Rucker Collections Management Assistant General Services University/external 100
Shirley Schermer Burials Program Director Research University 100
Maria Schroeder Assistant Architectural Historian Contract Services external 100
Lane Shields Project Archaeologist Contract Services external 100
William Whittaker Project Archaeologist Contract Services external 100
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Table 10 Students Participating in Office of the State Archaeologist Activities,  
Fiscal Year 2014
Name Affiliation Major Year Program
Work-Study Students
Madison Adams University of Iowa Anthropology Junior Archives
Seanna Feijo University of Iowa Art Sophomore Archives
Dakota Keller University of Iowa Liberal Arts Junior Archives
Laura Ruebling University of Iowa Anthropology Junior Burials
Student Volunteers/Interns
Isabella Ayala University of Iowa Anthropology (Honors) Senior Burials/UI Stanford 
Collection
Lee Betker University of Iowa Anthropology Senior Collections
Madison Brown University of Iowa Anthropology Junior Archives
Jacque Dinnes University of 
Northern Iowa
Anthropology Senior Burials/Research
Harry Divack Cornell College Archaeology Senior Research/Collections
Jennifer Dolan University of Iowa Anthropology Sophomore Archives
Samantha Edmiston Cornell College Archaeology Senior Research/Collections
Naftalia Flatté City High School -- Senior Collections
Kaitlyn Fuqua Iowa State University Anthropology Senior Research
Maricruz Guiterez Cornell College Archaeology Senior Research
Melody Hines University of Iowa Anthropology Sophomore Research
Ve’Amber Miller Cornell College Archaeology Junior Research/Education
Christina Moscatel University of Iowa Anthropology Sophomore Archives
Thomas Pitkin Cornell College Archaeology Senior Research
Kate Richards Iowa State Library Science Senior Archives
Stephen Valdez University of Iowa Anthropology Senior Collections
Nicole Werling Cornell College Geology Senior Research
Public Volunteers
Doug Brown Wisconsin -- -- Collections
Kendall Kikuts Solon, Iowa -- -- Burials
Whitney Conley Toledo, Ohio -- -- Research
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Appendix A 
Office of the State Archaeologist  
Strategic Plan 2010–2016 
John F. Doershuk  
Director and State Archaeologist
Vision
The Office of the State Archaeologist aspires to 
be a nationally recognized archaeological research 
center emphasizing interdisciplinary excellence.
Core Values
In addition to supporting the core values stated 
in Renewing The Iowa Promise: “Great Opportunities—
Bold Expectations” The Strategic Plan for The University 
of Iowa 2010–2016, the Office of the State Archaeol-
ogist is guided by the Society for American Archaeol-
ogy’s Principles of Archeological Ethics. These principles 
are embodied in seven commitments: stewardship, 
outreach, publication, preservation, training, accountabil-
ity, and professionalism. As a nationally recognized re-
search center, the Office of the State Archaeologist 
promotes a dynamic intellectual environment, ener-
getic student and public engagement, and advanced 
research. We actively contribute to the University’s 
mission and goals. Intellectual and cultural vitality is 
the foundation of a healthy research organization, and 
the Office of the State Archaeologist is dedicated to 
engaging multiple constituencies. Our mission fosters 
a diverse and vibrant learning environment, enhancing 
research, teaching, and public service.
Mission
The mission of the Office of the State Archaeolo-
gist is to develop, disseminate, and preserve knowl-
edge of Iowa’s human past through archaeological 
research, scientific discovery, public stewardship, ser-
vice, and education.
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GOAL 1: 
Create a learning experience about the human 
past that enriches the lives of undergraduates and 
helps them to become well-informed individuals, life-
long learners, engaged citizens, and productive em-
ployees and employers.
(Strategic Priority: Undergraduate student success)
 • Increase the visibility and awareness of edu-
cational opportunities offered by the Office 
of the State Archaeologist (OSA) among the 
University student population. 
 • Attract a student population to the Universi-
ty and OSA through outreach and mentoring 
programs for high school students.
 • Enhance affordability and promote effective 
year-round learning opportunities by offer-
ing student internships, work-study positions, 
and summer work opportunities.
 • Provide undergraduates with high-quality 
learning experiences through independent 
study opportunities at introductory and spe-
cialized levels leading to honors theses.
 • Provide field schools and laboratory research 
projects that incorporate interdisciplinary 
studies and/or international collaborations.
GOAL 2: 
Promote graduate and professional student par-
ticipation in OSA research through cooperation with 
University graduate and professional programs. 
(Strategic Priority: Graduate and professional student 
success)
 • Explore and develop major interdisciplinary 
research topics related to archaeology do-
mestically and internationally. 
 • Participate in cross-disciplinary graduate de-
gree programs with other University depart-
ments and programs.
 • Recruit graduate students from University 
departments and programs to work on OSA 
projects.
 • Provide research opportunities for graduate 
students through access to OSA’s extensive 
document and material collections.
 • Conduct long-term archaeological projects 
with funded research opportunities for gradu-
ate and post-graduate scholars.
GOAL 3: 
Strengthen and expand OSA partnerships with 
public constituencies to advance understanding and 
appreciation about the human past and stewardship 
of archaeological resources and showcase the soci-
etal benefits of archaeological research and teaching 
for the citizens of Iowa.
(Strategic Priority: Better futures for Iowans; Strategic ini-
tiative: Public outreach and civic engagement)
 • Expand partnerships with K–12 educators to 
promote diversity learning in Iowa history.
 • Enhance lifelong learning opportunities and 
professional development on campus and 
via distance learning through partnerships 
between the OSA and other University 
departments.
 • Sponsor public field schools in conjunction 
with OSA research or projects conducted by 
other partners.
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 • Promote OSA’s public engagement programs 
and educational opportunities through televi-
sion, radio, Internet, and print media.
 • Produce and distribute self-guided tour bro-
chures and regional guidebooks to publicly-
accessible sites and facilities.
 • Engage external partners to enhance archaeo-
logical stewardship and foster economic de-
velopment and heritage tourism.
 • Organize occasional conferences on ar-
chaeological and native studies topics, invite 
public and tribal participation, and prepare 
conference proceedings for peer-reviewed 
publication.
GOAL 4: 
Recognize and illuminate the human diversity in-
herent in the past as manifested in the archaeological 
record and use that record for greater inclusion and 
participation of professionals and the public. 
(Strategic Priorities: Knowledge and practice, Student suc-
cess; Strategic Initiatives: Internationalization and diver-
sity, Public outreach and civic engagement)
 • Encourage new and highlight existing research 
that illustrates the diverse peoples in Iowa’s 
archaeological record.
 • Continue OSA’s national leadership role in 
the respectful treatment of ancient human 
remains.
 • Encourage the Regents’ institutions and state-
wide college communities to use OSA re-
sources in faculty and student research.
 • Contribute to developing a network of uni-
versity-based partners supporting cultural 
heritage research endeavors, especially with 
the American Indian and Native Studies Pro-
gram and Museum Studies Program.
 • Involve interested American Indians in Iowa 
archaeological investigations.
 • Fulfill statutory obligations in maintaining the 
Burials Program, the State Archaeological Re-
pository, and the State Archaeological Site 
File on behalf of the public interest.
GOAL 5: 
Strengthen the OSA’s intellectual and cultural vi-
tality within the University, Iowa, and nationally. 
(Strategic Priority: Knowledge and practice, Better futures 
for Iowans; Strategic Initiatives: Efficiency and effective-
ness, Scholarly inquiry and creative work, Internationaliza-
tion and diversity)
 • Attract and retain exceptional staff through 
competitive compensation and professional 
development support.
 • Maintain and enhance gender and ethnic di-
versity opportunities.
 • Provide an environment where innovation, 
flexibility, and collaboration are encouraged 
and rewarded.
 • Market the OSA’s excellence through peer-
reviewed publications, large research projects, 
high-quality cultural resource management, 
and excellent customer service.
 • Direct resources to existing and emerging 
programs based on their centrality to the 
OSA’s mission and potential for sustained 
excellence.
 • Secure new resources and financial support 
through philanthropic venues and enhance 
support for staff in securing internal and ex-
ternal grant funding.
 • Maintain and extend stewardship of OSA col-
lections through continued participation with-
in the University of Iowa Collections Coalition 
initiative, especially as it vitally intersects with 
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Appendix B: Public Presentations and Media Events, Fiscal Year 2014.
Staff Member Sponsor Location, County Date Topic Attendance
Alex, Lynn, Chérie 
Haury-Artz, and 
Elizabeth Reetz
IDNR Coralville, Johnson County September 27
Project Archaeology Workshop, 






Mary De La Garza, 
John Doershuk, 
Alan Hawkins, and 
Meridyth Patrick
Iowa Archaeology Month Rock Falls, Sioux County July 20





Mary De La Garza, 
John Doershuk, 
Alan Hawkins, and 
Meridyth Patrick
Iowa Archaeology Month statewide July 21-July 27 Team Archaeology ~1000
Anderson, Mark Archaeological Institute of America
Iowa City, Johnson 
County October 19
A Clovis Point Find from the 
Nishnabotna: 3D scanning for 
Enhanced Analysis
40
Anderson, Mark Wickiup Hill Outdoor Learning Center Toddville, Linn County October 26 Great Pumpkin Atlatl Hunt 45
Anderson, Mark UI Department of Anthropology Iowa City, Johnson County November 14
Where Is That Confounded Site: 
Historical Background and the 
Recent Search for the Rummells-
Maske Clovis Site, 13CD15
20
Anderson, Mark Quad Cities Archaeological Society Rock Island, Illinois February 25
Test Excavation of Two Prehistoric 
Jasper County Sites: 2,700 ft in 
space separating 7,200 years in 
time
35
Anderson, Mark Scott County Conservation Board
Nahant Marsh, Scott 
County March 19
Prehistory along the Mississippi: A 
Brief Overview of Cultures and 




John Doershuk, and 
Elizabeth Reetz
Archaeological Institute of 
America
Iowa City, Johnson 
County October 19 International Archaeology Day 140
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Staff Member Sponsor Location, County Date Topic Attendance
Collins, Angela Cedar Rapids Gazette Cedar Rapids, Linn County October 27
Unexpected Discoveries Found at 
UI Site: Archaeologist Say Artifacts 
Date from 1830s
55,449
Collins, Angela Iowa City Press-Citizen Iowa City, Johnson County November 1
Iowa City’s Past Surfaces: UI School 
of Music Excavation Unearths 
Town’s Early Treasures
26,353
Collins, Angela Daily Iowan TV Iowa City, Johnson County November 13
Artifacts Discovered at Future Music 
Building 19,500
Collins, Angela, and 
Cynthia Peterson Iowa City Council
Iowa City, Johnson 
County April 10
recent archaeological findings at 
future UI buildings Ca. 20?
Doershuk, John UI Museum Studies Program UI Macbride Hall, Johnson County September 5 Museums and NAGPRA 14
Doershuk, John Iowa Lakeside Laboratory Wahpeton, Dickinson County September 6-8
Natural History Weekend: 
Milford, Mini-Wakan, and Jeffers 
Petroglyphs
27
Doershuk, John Jones County Conservation Board Jones County September 11 legislative tour 35
Doershuk, John UI Anthropology Club OSA, Johnson County September 17 Tour of OSA 17
Doershuk, John Iowa Engineering Society Ankeny, Polk County December 13 The Role of Archaeology in Infrastructure Projects 64
Doershuk, John Cornell College Archaeological Society
Cornell College, Linn 
County January 21
Careers in Archaeology: Options and 
Opportunities 14
Doershuk, John College of Law UI Law Building, Johnson County February 17 Cultural Property Law 17
Doershuk, John UI Department of Geography and Sustainable Sciences
UI Schaffer Hall, 
Johnson County February 19
Environmental Impacts Studies and 
Cultural Resources 18
Doershuk, John OSA OSA, Johnson County April 29 OSA tour for the Quad Cities Archaeological Society 16
Doershuk, John UI Mobile Museum Iowa City, Johnson May 27
Association Deans for Research 
meeting: interpretation of the 




Allamakee County Historical 
Society and Effigy Mounds 
National Monument
Waukon, Allamakee 
County May 29 The Archaeology of Northeast Iowa 21
Doershuk, John Iowa Conservation and Preservation Consortium
UI Main Library, 









Staff Member Sponsor Location, County Date Topic Attendance
Doershuk, John UI Mobile Museum Okoboji, Dickinson June 10
President Mason at Okoboji: 
interpretation of the Glenwood 
and archaeology displays
35
Doershuk, John UI Mobile Museum Milford, Dickinson June 11-12
Lakeside Lab: interpretation of 
the Glenwood and archaeology 
displays
124
Doershuk, John, and 
Elizabeth Reetz UI Mobile Museum Iowa City, Johnson May 15
UI Research Council and open 
house: interpretation of the 





Anson Kritsch, and 
Ve’Amber Miller
Cedar Rapids Gazette Cedar Rapids, Linn February 21
Archaeological Finds in Iowa City 
‘Extends Our Own History:’ 
Discoveries at University of Iowa 
Campus Could Offer Clues to 
History of the Area
55,449
Haury-Artz, Chérie Johnson County Day Camp Coralville, Johnson County July 9
“A Walk Back Through Time” and 
Native American toys and games 18
Haury-Artz, Chérie Henry County Retired Persons Group OSA, Johnson County July 16 OSA tour and presentation 12
Haury-Artz, Chérie Grantwood Area Educational Agency
Cedar Rapids, Linn 
County October 8 Open Minds Open Doors 45
Haury-Artz, Chérie, 
and Joe Artz
Sac and Fox Tribe of the 
Mississippi in Iowa
Meskwaki Settlement, 
Tama County October 9-10
OSA outreach tent featuring 
Glenwood and Fort Madison 
artifacts and Native American toys 
and games
~400
Haury-Artz, Chérie Bettendorf Middle School Bettendorf, Scott County August 21-23
how archaeologists interpret an 
earthlodge 391
Haury-Artz, Chérie Wellman Elementary School OSA, Johnson County October 10 tour of OSA and Native American toys and games 80
Haury-Artz, Chérie Shellsburg Elementary School Shellsburg, Benton County October 23
faunal analysis and Native American 
toys and games 110
Haury-Artz, Chérie Iowa City Community School District
Coralville, Johnson 
County November 6 how archaeologists interpret a site 5
Haury-Artz, Chérie Clear Creek Amana High School Tiffin, Johnson County December 13-18 Ice Age Mammals ~60
Haury-Artz, Chérie Indian Creek Nature Center Cedar Rapidsr, Linn County January 25
Those Who Have Gone Before: 
Culture History along the Iowa and 
Cedar Rivers
~50-60
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Staff Member Sponsor Location, County Date Topic Attendance
Haury-Artz, Chérie Raccoon River Watershed Association Perry, Dallas County March 1
Those Who Have Gone Before: Life 
along the Middle Raccoon River ~50-60
Haury-Artz, Chérie Mitchell County Conservation Board
Osage, Mitchell 
County March 29 Garbage to Culture 22
Haury-Artz, Chérie UI Mobile Museum Coralville, Johnson April 8
Bioventures Media Day: 
interpretation of the Glenwood 
and archaeology displays
50
Haury-Artz, Chérie Iowa Lakeside Laboratory Milton, Dickinson County April 28-29 Iowa in the Time of Shakespeare 200
Haury-Artz, Chérie Stowe Elementary School Des Moines, Polk County May 20 A Walk Back Through Time 43
Haury-Artz, Chérie
IDNR, Iowa Water Trails 






Iowa River Trails indoor presentation 




IDNR, Iowa Water Trails 
Association, U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers
Lake Red Rock, 
Marion County June 14
Iowa River Trails indoor presentation 




IDNR, Iowa Water Trails 
Association, Louisa County 




The Ancient Mounds of Louisa 
County 42
Haury-Artz, Chérie UI Mobile Museum Muscatine, Muscatine County June 29
Muscatine Ice Cream Social: 




John Doershuk, and 
Elizabeth Reetz
UI Mobile Museum Coralville, Johnson County March 31
UI walk through: interpretation of 




and Jennifer Mack Meskwaki Pow Wow
Meskwaki Settlement, 
Tama County August 8
OSA outreach tent featuring 
Glenwood and Fort Madison 





Herbert Hoover National 
Historic Site
West Branch, Cedar 
County August 3
OSA outreach tent featuring 
Glenwood and Fort Madison 
artifacts and Native American toys 
and games
~150
Haury-Artz, Chérie , 
and Maria Schroder
Wickiup Hill Outdoor Learning 
Center Toddville, Linn County August 24
OSA outreach tent featuring 
Glenwood and Fort Madison 












Staff Member Sponsor Location, County Date Topic Attendance
Haury-Artz, Chérie, 
and Lynn Alex
Meskwaki School and REAP 
Education Grant
Meskwaki Settlement, 
Tama County October 26
Project Archaeology Workshop 





IDNR and Iowa Water Trails 
Association
Des Moines River, Van 
Buren County August 25
“Round the Big Bend”—cultural 




John Doershuk, and 
Elizabeth Reetz
UI Office of the Vice President 
for Research and Economic 
Development and OSA
Des Moines, Polk 
County April 2
UI Hawkeye Caucus Day, display 
table featuring OSA outreach ~100
Haury-Artz, Chérie, 
John Doershuk, and 
Elizabeth Reetz
UI Mobile Museum Fort Dodge, Webster April 11-12
Iowa Academy of Science 
Conference: interpretation of 




John Doershuk, and 
Elizabeth Reetz
UI Mobile Museum Decorah, Winneshiek May 3
Iowa Archeological Society Spring 
Meeting: interpretation of the 




John Doershuk, and 
Elizabeth Reetz
UI Mobile Museum Glenwood, Mills County May 9
Glenwood 2nd grade field trip and 
open house: interpretation of 











Open house at Western Historic 
Trail Center: interpretation of 




John Doershuk, and 
Elizabeth Reetz
UI Mobile Museum Iowa City, Johnson County May 27
OSA open house: interpretation of 




John Doershuk, and 
Elizabeth Reetz
UI Mobile Museum Waukon, Allamakee County May 29
Effigy Mounds open house: 




John Doershuk, and 
Elizabeth Reetz
UI Mobile Museum Waukon, Allamakee County May 29
Effigy Mounds visitation for Waukon 
Elementary school: interpretation 




John Doershuk, and 
Elizabeth Reetz
UI Mobile Museum Waterville, Allamakee County May 29
Effigy Mounds visitation for 
Waterville Elementary: 
interpretation of the Glenwood 
and archaeology displays
120
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Staff Member Sponsor Location, County Date Topic Attendance
Haury-Artz, Chérie, 
and Elizabeth Reetz OSA OSA, Johnson County September 24
Project Archaeology for UI First-
Year Seminar Honors course 16
Haury-Artz, Chérie, 
Elizabeth Reetz, and 
Sarah Horgen
State Historical Society of Iowa Des Moines, Polk County October 3-4 Let’s Celebrate Archaeology 268
Haury-Artz, Chérie, 
and Elizabeth Reetz
Wickiup Hill Outdoor Learning 
Center Toddville, Linn County November 16
Project Archaeology Workshop 




and Elizabeth Reetz UI Mobile Museum
Iowa City, Johnson 
County May 14
Lucas Elementary after-school 
program:  interpretation of the 





IDNR, Iowa Water Trails 
Association, and Hardin 
County Conservation Board
Iowa Falls, Hardin 
County May 31
Iowa River Trails indoor presentation 





IDNR, Iowa Water Trails 
Association, and Hardin 
County Conservation Board
Iowa Falls, Hardin 
County May 31
interpretive paddle on the 
archaeology and cultural history of 
the Iowa River Green Belt
23
Haury-Artz, Chérie 
and Megan Thies UI Mobile Museum
Washington, 
Washington County June 6
Washington 175th Celebration: 
interpretation of the Glenwood 
and archaeology displays
317
Hawkins, Alan Archaeological Institute of America
Iowa City, Johnson 
County October 19
RAGBRAI: Team Archaeology and 
Six years of Archaeology on the 
Road
40
Horgen, Sarah, and 
Elizabeth Reetz
Twain and Hills elementary 
schools
Stumptown, Johnson 
County May 19-20 Iowa’s Archaeological Chronology 110
Kendall, Bryan Lucas Elementary School Iowa City, Johnson County September 5
After School Program: Native 
American games ~60
Kendall, Bryan Monticello Middle School Monticello, Jones County December 2
What Does an Archeologist Do? 
with hands on artifact sorting 96
Kritsch, Anson The Des Moines Register Des Moines, Polk County February 20 Artifacts Unearthed at Park 97,518
Lillie, Robin, and 
Jennifer Mack
Archaeological Institute of 
America
Iowa City, Johnson 
County September 30
The Truth Is Out There: History and 
Bioarchaeology of Dubuque’s Third 
Street Cemetery
56
Lillie, Robin, and 
Jennifer Mack




The Truth Is Out There: Dubuque’s 
Third Street Cemetery 14
Perry, Michael Iowa Archeological Society Decorah, Winneshiek County May 3
cataloging the Royster Collection, 
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Staff Member Sponsor Location, County Date Topic Attendance
Peterson, Cynthia
Jones County Conservation 
Board and AmeriCorps NCCC 
(National Civilian Community 
Corps
Scotch Grove, Jones 
County September 22
volunteer Archaeology Day for 
children 30
Peterson, Cynthia Ottumwa Public Library Ottumwa, Wapello County September 24
Archaeology at Iowaville, the 1765–
1820 Ioway Tribe Village 70
Peterson, Cynthia Archeological Institute of America
Iowa City, Johnson 
County March 3
Archaeology at Iowaville, the 1765–
1820 Ioway Tribe Village 35
Peterson, Cynthia Friends of Albany Mounds State Historic Site Albany, Illinois May 22
Archaeology at Iowaville, the 1765–
1820 Ioway Tribe Village 17
Peterson, Cynthia, 
and Lynn Alex
Iowa Economic Development 
Authority, Iowa Downtown 
Resource Center, and Iowa 
Department of Cultural Affairs, 
and Preservation Iowa
Burlington, Des 






OSA OSA, Johnson County March 3
OSA tour and discussion of sites 
associated with historic Iowa 
tribes provided “Native Histories 
and Survivance in the Greater 
Midwest” class
13
Pope, Melody UI Anthropology Department Iowa City, Johnson County November 4
Colloquium Series: Buried Site 
Challenge: Defining a Middle 
Archaic Community
50
Pope, Melody, and 
William Whittaker Daily Iowan
Iowa City, Johnson 
County June 25





Schroeder, Maria Old Fort Madison Historical Site Fort Madison, Lee County June 13 outreach tent 60
Reetz, Elizabeth Jefferson County Conservation Board
Jefferson County Park, 
Jefferson County October 18
earthlodge interpretation; hands-on 
activity with 6th graders 140
Reetz, Elizabeth UI College of Education Iowa City, Johnson County November 12
Using Archaeology in Social Studies 
for Secondary Education 13
Reetz, Elizabeth OSA OSA, Johnson County December 12
OSA tour with high school students 
from Central Lee High School in 
Lee County
16
Reetz, Elizabeth OSA OSA, Johnson County January 3 OSA tour with a local family 3
Reetz, Elizabeth OSA OSA, Johnson County January 29 OSA tour with naturalist from Scott County Conservation Board 6
Appendix B. Continued.
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Staff Member Sponsor Location, County Date Topic Attendance
Reetz, Elizabeth UI College of Education Iowa City, Johnson County February 18
Using Archaeology in Social Studies 
for Secondary Education 8
Reetz, Elizabeth Echo Hill Elementary School Marion, Linn County March 28
Woodland pottery show-and-tell 
with hands-on pottery decorating 
with K–2 students
35
Reetz, Elizabeth Iowa Archeological Society Decorah, Winneshiek County May 3
Recent Developments in the 
Education and Outreach Program 
at the Office of the State 
Archaeologist
75
Reetz, Elizabeth Iowa Lakeside Laboratory Lakeside Lab, Milton, Dickinson County May 7
Woodland pottery decoration and 
morphology: hand-on presentation 
with Talented & Gifted 8th graders
45
Reetz, Elizabeth UI Mobile Museum Williamsburg, Iowa County May 16
Mary Welsh Elementary open house: 
interpretation of the Glenwood 
and archaeology displays
519
Reetz, Elizabeth OSA OSA, Johnson County May 22 OSA tour for 4th grade ELP students from Iowa City 15
Reetz, Elizabeth
IDNR, Iowa Water Trails 
Association, and Jackson 
County Conservation Board
Maquoketa River, 
Jackson County June 15
interpretive paddle on the 
archaeology and cultural history of 
the Maquoketa River
15
Reetz, Elizabeth UI Mobile Museum Des Moines, Polk County June 17
Hawkeye Lunch and Learn: 
interpretation of the Glenwood 
and archaeology displays
63
Reetz, Elizabeth Hawkeye Lunch and Learn Des Moines, Polk County June 17
overview of the Glenwood exhibit in 
the UI UI Mobile Museum 16
Reetz, Elizabeth, 
Chérie Haury-Artz, 
Megan Thies, and 
Anson Kritsch




2nd grade day with the 
archaeologists with presentations 
on Native American farming, 
archaeology tools, stratigraphy, and 
thinking like an archaeologist by 
interpreting garbage
100
Reetz, Elizabeth, and 
Chérie Haury-Artz OSA OSA, Johnson County April 16
OSA tour and discussion on Fort 
Madison with a family from Fort 
Madison
6
Thies, Megan UI Mobile Museum Denmark, Lee County June 7
Denmark Heritage Days: 
interpretation of the Glenwood 
and archaeology displays
110
Whittaker, William KGAN-TV2 Cedar Rapids, Linn County February 12
Construction Site Turns Into History 
Dig 1000?









Staff Member Sponsor Location, County Date Topic Attendance
Whittaker, William Quad Cities Archaeological Society Rock Island, Illinois March 25 Updates on Iowa Archaeology 30
Whittaker, William UI TV Statewide March 27 The Archaeology of Iowa City 40
Whittaker, William Pentacrest Museums Iowa City, Johnson County March 27
UI Explorers Series: The 
Archaeology of Iowa City 50
Whittaker, William Daily Iowan Iowa City, Johnson County March 28 Archaeology Bug Bites City 19,500
Whittaker, William Iowa Archeological Society Decorah, Winneshiek County May 3 Who Built the Earliest Trails in Iowa? 75
Whittaker, William UI Foundation Iowa City, Johnson County May 20
Learn at Lunch—Archeology in Iowa 
City 20
Whittaker, William KMIT-TV 3 Mason City, Cerro Gordo County May 30 Documenting Iowa towns 1000?
Whittaker, William Wickiup Hill Outdoor Learning Area Toddville, Linn County June 3
Archaeology of Government Land 
Office Trails in Northern Iowa 20
Whittaker, William Cedar Rapids Gazette Cedar Rapids, Linn County June 8
Point, Click, Preserve Iowa’s Small-
Town History 55,449
Whittaker, William, 
and Richard Beckley CNN.com Atlanta, Georgia February 14
Crew Finds Artifacts from Early 
Settlers 1000?
Whittaker, William, 
Warren Davis, and 
Richard Beckley
Iowa Public Radio statewide February 11 Archaeologists Uncover Iowa City’s Beginnings on UI campus 1000?
Whittaker, William, 
and Warren Davis KCRG- TV9







John Doershuk, and 
Melody Pope
Iowa City Press-Citizen Iowa City, Johnson County February 20 Digging through Buried Treasure 26,353
Whittaker, William, 
John Doershuk, and 
Anson Kritsch
KCRG- TV9 Cedar Rapids, Linn County February 22
State Archaeologists Show Hubbard 
Park Findings 1000?
Whittaker, William, 
Anson Kritsch, and 
Meghan Thies
Daily Iowan TV Iowa City, Johnson County February 13
Uncovering the Mystery Behind the 
Archaeology Dig in Hubbard Park 69
Whittaker, William, 
and Melody Pope Iowa City Press-Citizen
Iowa City, Johnson 
County June 22
Archaeologists Explore Park: 
Remains Could Shed Light on 19th 
Century Culture
26,353
TOTAL (taking highest number for each) 416,247
IDNR = Iowa Department of Natural Resources, OSA = Office of the State Archaeologist, REAP = Resource Enhancement and Protection, 
UI = University of Iowa
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Staff Member Conference Location Date Paper Title
Alex, Lynn, Chérie Haury-Artz, 
and Elizabeth Reetz
Midwest Environmental 
Education Conference Coralville, Iowa September 27
Project Archaeology: Discover the Past, Shape 
the Future (workshop)
Anderson, Mark
3rd Biennial Lithic Workshop, 




Work, Work, Work….: Updates, Additions, and 
Research Projects for the University of Iowa 
Lithic Raw Material Assemblage
Anderson, Mark 126
th Annual Meeting of the 
Iowa Academy of Science Fort Dodge, Iowa April 11
Why, There’s That Confounded Site: The 
Rummells-Maske Clovis Site, 13CD15
Anderson, Mark 126
th Annual Meeting of the 
Iowa Academy of Science Fort Dodge, Iowa April 11
Test Excavation of Two Prehistoric Jasper 
County Sites: 2,700 Feet in Space Separating 
7,200 Years in Time
Collins, Angela, and Melody 
Pope
79th Annual Society for 
American Archaeology 
Conference
Austin, Texas April 26
Seeing the Forest through the Trees: Spatial 
Analysis of Macro Artifacts and Microdebris at 
the Palace Site
Doershuk, John
79th Annual Society for 
American Archaeology 
Conference
Austin, Texas April 25 Forum panel participant: “CRM-ology”
Doershuk, John, Mary De La 
Garza, and Colleen Eck
79th Annual Society for 
American Archaeology 
Conference
Austin, Texas April 24 I-SitesGov: Expanding Access to the Iowa Site File for Project Planners
Doershuk, John, Mary De La 
Garza, and Colleen Eck
126th Annual Meeting of the 
Iowa Academy of Sciences, 
Anthropology Section
Fort Dodge, Iowa April 26 I-SitesGov: Expanding Access to the Iowa Site File for Project Planners
Haury-Artz, Chérie Project Archaeology Coordinator’s Conference
Shepherdstown, 
West Virginia October 15 Project Archaeology in Iowa: 2011, 2012, 2013
Haury-Artz, Chérie Midwest Environmental Education Conference Coralville, Iowa September 26 Interpreting Native (Aboriginal) Cultures
Lillie, Robin, and Jennifer Mack
79th Annual Meeting of 
the Society for American 
Archaeology
Austin, Texas April 25 Myth and Memory at a 19th Century Catholic Cemetery
Pope, Melody, John Doershuk, 
William Whittaker, Shirley 
Schermer, and William Green
2013 Midwest Archaeological 
Conference Columbus, Ohio October 25 Earthen Mounds as Image Making
Pope, Melody, John Doershuk, 
and William Whittaker
2013 Midwest Archaeological 
Conference Columbus, Ohio October 26
Buried Site Challenge: Defining a Middle Archaic 
Community
Reetz, Elizabeth
126th Annual Meeting of the 
Iowa Academy of Science 
Fort Dodge, Iowa April 11
ArchaeologEE: An Environmental Education Pro-
gram for Public Lands Management Agencies and 
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Appendix D:  Publications, Fiscal Year 2014.
Staff Member Journal or Book Article or Chapter Title Publication Date
Alex, Lynn M., and Chérie 
E. Haury-Artz with 
contribution by Angela R. 
Collins
Project Archaeology Investigating Shelter 
Curriculum Guide for Grades 3 through 
5
Investigating a Midwestern Wickiup (online publication) 2014
Collins, Angela R., Richard J. 
Beckley, Alan J. Hawkins, 
Mark Anderson, John F. 
Doershuk
Archaeology on the Road: July 20–27, 
2013 2013
Haury-Artz, Chérie E., with 
contributions by Angela R. 
Collins
A River of Unrivaled Advantages: Life 
along the Lower Des Moines River 2013
Horgen, Daniel G. Newsletter of the Iowa Archeological Society What’s the Point (four entries) 2013–2014
Kendall, Bryan S., and 
William E. Whittaker Anthropozoologica
Nineteenth-Century Butchery and Transport for a Market 
Economy: Plum Grove As a Case Study for Commercial 
Transactions in the Midwestern USA
2014
Perry, Michael J., and Sheila 
Oberreuter Journal of the Iowa Archeological Society Nineteenth Century Mills in Allamakee County 2013
Peterson, Cynthia L. Newsletter of the Iowa Archeological Society Meskwaki Sites along the Upper South Skunk River 2013
Pope, Melody K. Midcontinental Journal of Archaeology Review of Community-Based Archaeology. Research with, by and for Indigenous and Local Communities, by Sonya Atalay 2013
Whittaker, William E. Science News (online publication)) Photograph in “What Caused a 1300-Year Deep Freeze?” by Michael Balter May 12, 2014
Whittaker, William E. Iowa Digital Library, University of Iowa (online publication) A Photographic Record of Iowa Towns, 2007–2013 2013
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Committee Name Meeting Location Date Goal/Mission of Organization
Alex, Lynn Iowa Museum Association, Education Committee varies—Iowa variable
provide quality training and development to Iowa museum 
professionals and volunteers, advocate for support of Iowa’s 
museums, and build a strong community of museums and museum 
supporters in Iowa
Alex, Lynn Project Archaeology Leadership Team
Bozeman, Montana 
and others annually
use scientific inquiry to foster understanding of past and present 
cultures; improve social studies and science education and 
literacy; and enhance citizenship education to help preserve our 
archaeological legacy. Leadership Team provides advice and general 
guidance to the national program
Alex, Lynn Iowa State Preserves Advisory Board varies—Iowa quarterly
advise the Iowa DNR on acquisition, dedication, and management of 
state preserves
Alex, Lynn Iowa Archeological Society, Journal Editorial Board n.a. as needed
unite those interested in the archaeology of Iowa; foster cooperation 
among professional and amateur archaeologists; promote the study, 
investigation, and interpretation of prehistoric and historic remains 
in Iowa; provide for the dissemination of knowledge and research 
in archaeology and related disciplines; encourage the recording and 
preservation of sites and artifacts; develop a constructive attitude 
toward these cultural resources through education and public 
involvement
Alex, Lynn
Society for American 
Archaeology, Award 
for Excellence in Public 
Education Committee
varies nationally annually expand understanding and appreciation of humanity’s past as achieved through systematic investigation of the archaeological record
Alex, Lynn
Mississippi Valley 




foster research, education and preservation of archaeological 
resources in the Upper Mississippi Valley region through 
sponsorship of the Mississippi Valley Archaeology Center at the 
University of Wisconsin–La Crosse
Anderson, 
Mark
Big Sand Mound Preserve 
Board Muscatine bi-annually
demonstrate the commitment to environmental education, ecological 
restoration and has the potential to serve as a model for other land 
stewards
Cordell, John University of Iowa Collections Coalition
various University 
of Iowa campus 
locations
monthly
support UI educational, research, and service goals by encouraging 
and advancing the professional care, documentation, and study 
of artifacts, specimens, and documents in the collections located 
in the University community, to make the collections meaningful 
and accessible to members of the University and general public, 
and to encourage the professional growth and development of the 











Committee Name Meeting Location Date Goal/Mission of Organization
Doershuk, John American Archaeology Magazine, Editorial Board .n.a. as needed advises editor on publication issues as needed
Doershuk, John Effigy Mounds National Monument Review Board varies variable
oversee multiple on-going investigations concerning cultural resources 
compliance issues
Doershuk, John Iowa Archeological Society, Ex Officio Board Member Iowa City
October 2012, 
April 2013
unite those interested in the archaeology of Iowa; foster cooperation 
among professional and amateur archaeologists; promote the study, 
investigation, and interpretation of prehistoric and historic remains 
in Iowa; provide for the dissemination of knowledge and research 
in archaeology and related disciplines; encourage the recording and 
preservation of sites and artifacts; develop a constructive attitude 
toward these cultural resources through education and public 
involvement
Doershuk, John
Society for American 
Archaeology Nominating 
Committee
n.a. as needed expand understanding and appreciation of humanity’s past as achieved through systematic investigation of the archaeological record
Doershuk, John




n.a.. as needed —
Eck, Colleen R. Association of Iowa Archaeologists Board varies twice a year
Promote Iowa archaeological research; develop and refine guidelines 
for archaeological research; coordinate parties interested in or 
concerned about Iowa archaeology
Haury-Artz, 
Chérie




immerse participants in enjoyable activities in order to develop 
an attitude of joy, wonder, love and respect for our natural 




Iowa Archeological Society 
Board of Directors varies varies
unite those interested in the archaeology of Iowa; foster cooperation 
among professional and amateur archaeologists; promote the study, 
investigation, and interpretation of prehistoric and historic remains 
in Iowa; provide for the dissemination of knowledge and research 
in archaeology and related disciplines; encourage the recording and 
preservation of sites and artifacts; develop a constructive attitude 
toward these cultural resources through education and public 
involvement.
Appendix E. Continued.
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Committee Name Meeting Location Date Goal/Mission of Organization
Merry, Carl
State Historical Society of 
Iowa, State Nominations 
Review Committee




review and approve nominations for archaeological and architectural 
properties for listing on the National Register of Historic Places; 
review and approve archaeological and historic preservation grant 
applications
Rucker, Teresa University of Iowa Collections Coalition
various UI campus 
locations monthly
support UI educational, research, and service goals by encouraging 
and advancing the professional care, documentation, and study 
of artifacts, specimens, and documents in the collections located 
in the University community, to make the collections meaningful 
and accessible to members of the University and general public, 
and to encourage the professional growth and development of the 
administrators, curators, and keepers of the collections
Schermer, 
Shirley
Iowa State Preserves 
Advisory Board, varies—Iowa variable
advise the Iowa Department of Natural Resources on acquisition, 
dedication, and management of state preserves
Schermer, 
Shirley
Iowa Archeological Society, 
Journal Editorial Board n.a. as needed
unite those interested in the archaeology of Iowa; foster cooperation 
among professional and amateur archaeologists; promote the study, 
investigation, and interpretation of prehistoric and historic remains 
in Iowa; provide for the dissemination of knowledge and research 
in archaeology and related disciplines; encourage the recording and 
preservation of sites and artifacts; develop a constructive attitude 




Project Archaeology National 
Advisory Team varies as needed
give students a basic understanding of how archaeology works and 




DIG magazine Advisory 
Board n.a.. as needed advises editor on journal publication issues
Shields, Wm. 
Lane
West Branch Heritage 
Foundation Board West Branch
once or twice 
monthly




West Branch Main Street 
Design Committee West Branch 
monthly and as 
needed
utilized appropriate design and preservation concepts, to enhance the 
visual quality of the downtown with an emphasis on buildings, signs, 
window displays, landscaping and environment
Shields, Wm. 
Lane
City of West Branch 
Preservation Commission West Branch
quarterly and as 
needed
assist in the preservation and enhancement of the NRHP listed West 
Branch Historic District through partnerships with building owners 












Committee Name Meeting Location Date Goal/Mission of Organization
Shields, Wm. 
Lane
City of West Branch and the 
West Branch Main Street 
Ad Hoc Committee to 
Enroll in the Certified Local 
Government Program,
West Branch, monthly preserve the shared historical heritage of West Branch in partnership with the State of Iowa and the National Park Service
Whittaker, 
William
Iowa Archeological Society 
Board of Directors varies varies
unite those interested in the archaeology of Iowa; foster cooperation 
among professional and amateur archaeologists; promote the study, 
investigation, and interpretation of prehistoric and historic remains 
in Iowa; provide for the dissemination of knowledge and research 
in archaeology and related disciplines; encourage the recording and 
preservation of sites and artifacts; develop a constructive attitude 
toward these cultural resources through education and public 
involvement
UI = University of Iowa
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No. Author Title
Contract Completion Reports
2007 Peterson, Cynthia L. Phase IA Archaeological Reconnaissance of the West Nishnabotna River Water Trail Corridor through Pottawattamie and Mills Counties, Iowa
2016 Peterson, Cynthia L. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of a Proposed Building Disposal Project at the Three Rivers WMA-Larson Tract, Sect. 14, T91N-R27W, Humboldt County, Iowa
2017 Peterson, Cynthia L. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of a Proposed Wetland Development Project, Troyna Wildlife Management Area, Sec. 8, T95N-R13W, Chickasaw County, Iowa
2018 Kritsch, Anson G., and Cynthia L. Peterson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of a Proposed Wetland Development Project, Matsell Bridge Natural Area, Sec. 
22 and 27, T85N-R5W, Linn County, Iowa
2019 Kritsch, Anson G., and Cynthia L. Peterson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of a Proposed Wetland Development Project, Twelve Mile Lake Wildlife 
Management Area, Sec. 27, T73N-R30W, Union County, Iowa
2020 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of a Proposed Residential Development, Section 13, T87N-R2E, Dubuque County, Iowa
2021 Merry, Carl A. Annual Report of the University of Iowa Highway Archaeology Program for Fiscal Year 2013
2022 Collins, Angela R., and Bryan S. Kendall
Phase I Archaeological Survey of an Abandoned Coal Mine Reclamation Project (a.k.a. Boender 2 AML Site), Section 35, 
T75N-R16W, Mahaska County, Iowa
2023 Collins, Angela R., and Bryan S. Kendall
Phase IA Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey of an Abandoned Coal Mine Reclamation Project Area (a.k.a. Ver Ploeg AML 
Site), Section 26, T76N-R18W, Marion County, Iowa
2024 Peterson, Cynthia L. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Red Rock-Runnells Subimpoundment Construction Project Modifications at Lake Red Rock WMA, Sec. 2 and 12, T77-R22W, Polk County, Iowa
2025 Collins, Angela R. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Drinking Water Improvement Project in Libertyville, Sections 7 and 18, T71N-R10W, Jefferson County, Iowa
2026 Whittaker, William E. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Eddyville Storm Sewer Improvement Project, Section 16, T73N-R15W, Mahaska County, Iowa
2027 Peterson, Cynthia L. Letter Report—proposed Celebration Pier at Arnolds Park, Dickinson County, Iowa (OSA FY14P014)
2028 Peterson, Cynthia L. Letter Report—revised alignment, 2010 Flood Protection Mitigation Project, City of Ottumwa, Wapello County, Iowa (OSA FY14P010; SHPO R&C#:031090037)
2029 Doershuk, John F., and Angela R. Collins
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of a Proposed Wetland Restoration Area, Iowa Lakeside Laboratory & Regent’s 
Resource Center, Section 23, T99N-R37W, Dickinson County, Iowa
2030 Peterson, Cynthia L.
Larson Memorial Test Excavations at an 1855–1943 Mill Site in Humboldt County, Iowa (site 13HB43, a.k.a., McKnight’s 
Sawmill, Charles Bergk & Co. Mill, the Dakota Flouring Mill, C.H. Brown & Sons Mill, Brown & Sons, the Dakota City Roller 











LR 1 Pope, Melody K.
Letter report of June 17, 2013 to Michael D. Kearns regarding archaeological assessment of the June 14, 2013 
inadvertent disconvery of cultural deposits at the site of the demolition of former Bank of the WEst Building and 
former MidwestOne Bank building, southwest of corner of Burlington St. and Clinton St. in Iowa City, Iowa
2031,  
LR 2 Pope, Melody K.
Letter report of July 22, 2013 to Michael D. Kearns regarding archaeological assessment of the July 17–18, 2013 
investigation of cultural deposits at The University of Iowa’s Voxman School of Music constructiuon site, 
southwest of corner of Burlington St. and Clinton St. in Iowa City
2031,  
LR 3 Pope, Melody K.
Letter report of September 6, 2013 to Steve Otto regarding FEMA-1763-DR-IA, R7C 100152032, FEMA PW 
10367v2 Voxman School of Music and Clapp Recital Hall relocation project, University of Iowa, Johnson County, 
Iowa archaeological assessment of unanticipated archaeological discovery, August 27-September 3, 2013, Features 
2 and 3 at site 13JH1432 (a.k.a. Cisterns 1 and 3) and Feature 1 at site 13JH1435 (Cistern 2)
2031,  
LR 4
Pope, Melody K., and 
Angels R. Collins
Letter report of September 17, 2013 to Steve Otto regarding FEMA-1763-DR-IA, R7C 100152032, FEMA PW 
10367v2 Voxman School of Music and Clapp Recital Hall Relocation Project, University of Iowa, Johnson County, 
Iowa archaeological assessment of unanticipated archaeological discoveries, September 1112, 2013, Features 3 and 
4 at site 13JH1429
2031,  
LR 5 Pope, Melody K
Letter report of September 19, 2013 to Steve Otto regarding FEMA-1763-DR-IA, R7C 100152032, FEMA PW 
10367v2 Voxman School of Music and Clapp Recital Hall relocation project, University of Iowa, Johnson County, 
Iowa archaeological assessment of unanticipated archaeological discovery, September 12, 2013, Feature 1 at site 
13JH1436. Contract Completion Report 2031
2031,  
LR 6 Pope, Melody K
Letter report of October 1, 2013 to Steve Otto regarding FEMA-1763-DR-IA, R7C 100152032, FEMA PW 10367v2 
Voxman School of Music and Clapp Recital Hall relocation project, University of Iowa, Johnson County, Iowa 
archaeological assessment of unanticipated archaeological discovery, September 24, 2013, Feature 2 site 13JH1436
2031,  
LR 7 Pope, Melody K
Letter report of October 1, 2013 to Steve Otto regarding FEMA-1763-DR-IA, R7C 100152032, FEMA PW 10367v2 
Voxman School of Music and Clapp Recital Hall relocation project, University of Iowa, Johnson County, Iowa 
archaeological assessment of unanticipated archaeological discovery, September 2627, 2013, Feature 3, site 
13JH14
2031,  
LR 8 Pope, Melody K
Letter report of October 2, 2013 to Steve Otto regarding FEMA-1763-DR-IA, R7C 100152032, FEMA PW 10367v2 
Voxman School of Music and Clapp Recital Hall relocation project, University of Iowa, Johnson County, Iowa 
archaeological assessment of unanticipated archaeological discovery, October 1, 2013, Feature 4 site 13JH1436
2032 Collins, Angela R. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Hog Finishing Project, Section 31, T76N-R07W, Washington County, Iowa
2033 Collins, Angela R. Phase I Archaeological Survey of an Abandoned Coal Mine Reclamation Project (a.k.a. Dooley AML Site), Section 14, T70N-R11W, Van Buren County, Iowa
2034 Whittaker, William E. Phase IA Archaeological Reconnaissance of the Proposed American Home Sales 112 SW Second Street Project, Des Moines, Polk County, Iowa
2035 Whittaker, William E. Phase IA Archaeological Reconnaissance of the Proposed Ballyard Lofts Project, 350 SW Second Street, Des Moines, Polk County, Iowa 
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No. Author Title
2036 Peterson, Cynthia L., and Anson G. Kritsch
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed 11th Street SE to Oakland Road Segment of the Proposed 
CeMar Trail Extension, City of Cedar Rapids, Linn County, Iowa
2037 Peterson, Cynthia L. Letter Report—Archaeological Evaluation–– Brushy Creek State Recreation Area tile outlet construction—Section 17, T88N-R27W—Webster County, Iowa
2038 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Housing Development Project, Woodbine, Section 14, T80N-R42W, Harrison County, Iowa
2040 Kendall, Bryan S., and Anson G. Kritsch
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Sidewalk Project, Margo Frankel Woods State Park, Section 11, 
T79N-R24W, Polk County, Iowa
2041 Collins, Angela R. Archaeological Evaluation—South Slope Cooperative Communications (i wireless) North Liberty (City Yard) 131-0012 (V13798)—Section 13, T80N-R07W—Johnson County, Iowa 
2042 Kendall, Bryan S Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Lagoon and Sewer Project, Geode State Park, Section 36, T70N-R05W, Henry County, and Section 1, T69N-R05W, Des Moines County, Iowa
2043 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Water Supply Addition Project, Hills, Sections 15 and 22, T78N-R6W, Johnson County, Iowa
2044 Whittaker, William E. Archaeological Monitoring of Site 13PK61 at the Ballyard Lofts Project, 350 SW Second Street, Des Moines, Polk County, Iowa
2045 Collins, Angela R. Phase IA Archaeological Reconnaissance for the Proposed Cole Property Iowa City Development Project, Sections 3 and 4, T79N-R6W, Johnson County, Iowa
2046 Collins, Angela R. Archaeological Evaluation—i wireless IA-0879 Ankeny—Section 24, T80N-R24W—Polk County, Iowa 
2047 Collins, Angela R. Archaeological Evaluation—i-wireless IA-0818 Saydel—Section 12, T79N-R24W—Polk County, Iowa
2048 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Wetlands Restoration Project, Union Hills Wildlife Management Area, Sections 21 and 27, T95N-R22W, Cerro Gordo County, Iowa
2049 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Residential Development Project, Section 22, T81N-R06W, Johnson County, Iowa
2050 Peterson, Cynthia L. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of a Proposed Subimpoundment, Construction Access Road, and Other Related Improvements at the Pettit Tract, Twelve Mile Lake Wildlife Management Area, Sec. 27, T73N-R30W, Union County, Iowa
2052 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Boat Slip and Shoreline Preservation Project, Iowa Falls, Section 14, T89N-R21W, Hardin County, Iowa
2053 Pope, Melody K. (Letter Report) Archaeological Monitoring—Site 13HN637, Section 6, T70N, R5W, Henry County, Iowa 
2054 Whittaker, William E. Archival and Archaeological Investigation of Eagle Point Park, Including Sites 13DB1 and 13DB363, City of Dubuque, Dubuque County, Iowa











LR 1 Pope, Melody K.
Letter report of November 21, 2013 to Kirsta Scranton regarding Iowa Memorial Union improvement construction 
project, University of Iowa, Johnson County, Iowa. Archaeological assessment of unanticipated archaeological 
discovery, November 20, 2013, sit 13JH1438
2056,  
LR 2 Pope, Melody K.
Letter report of January 23, 2014 to Kirsta Scranton regarding Iowa Memorial Union improvements construction 
project, University of Iowa, Johnson County, Iowa. Archaeological assessment of unanticipated archaeological 
discovery, January 15–20, 2014, Site 13JH1440
2056,  
LR 3 Whittaker, William E.
Letter report of January 29, 2014  regarding notes on archaeological discoveries at Hubbard Park, 13JH1440, 
University of Iowa, Iowa City
2057 Whittaker, William E. Summary of the History and Current Condition of Sites at Effigy Mounds National Monument
2058 Peterson, Cynthia L. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of Proposed Sewer Improvements at Springbrook State Park, Sec. 4, T80N-R31W, Guthrie County, Iowa
2059 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Wetland Project, Section 17, T96N-R36W, Clay County, Iowa
2060 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Rezoning and Facilities Improvement Project, Cosgrove, Section 24, T79N-R8W, Johnson County, Iowa
2061 Pope, Melody K.
Letter report of December 17, 2013 to Mike Kearns regarding art building-raze facility project #0301801, University 
of Iowa, Johnson County, Iowa. Archaeological assessment of unanticipated archaeological discovery, December 
17, 2013, sit 13JH1439
2064 Perry, Michael J. Phase IA Archaeological Reconnaissance of the South Skunk River Water Trail Corridor, Story County, Iowa
2067 Hedden, John G. Phase IA Archaeological Reconnaissance of the Maquoketa River Water Trail Corridor through Delaware County, Iowa
2071 Carlson, Richard Architectural Documentation of the Rockford Dam Removal, Shell Rock River, City of Rockford, Floyd County, Iowa
2072 Peterson, Cynthia L. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed McQuillen Place Development, City of Charles City, Floyd County, Iowa
2073 Kendall, Bryan S. Archaeological Monitoring of Utilities Installation and Landscaping at the Ballyard Lofts Project, 350 SW Second Street, Des Moines, Polk County, Iowa
2074 Collins, Angela R. Archaeological Evaluation—Watson Borrow Area (a.k.a. Borrow Area 12) Highway 100 Extension—Section 2, T83N-R8W—Linn County, Iowa
2075
Peterson, Cynthia L., 
William E. Whittaker, 
and Marlin R. Ingalls
Archaeological Investigations at the Hubbard Park Site, 13JH1440, City of Iowa City, Johnson County, Iowa
2076 Peterson, Cynthia L. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of Proposed Building, Septic Laterals, and Other Construction at Lake Odessa WMA, Sec. 20, T74N-R2W, Louisa County, Iowa
2077 Peterson, Cynthia L. Letter Report: Archaeological Evaluation—Red Rock Wildlife Unit residence and shop demolition—Sec. 4, T76N-R20W and Sec. 33, T77N-R20W—Marion County, Iowa (OSA FY14P121)
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2078 Horgen, Daniel G. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Tower Project (a.k.a. Great Lakes Communication Spirit Lake Tower), Section 32, T100N-R36W, Dickinson County, Iowa
2079 Horgen, Daniel G. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Fiber Optic Line Improvement for an Extant Tower Location (a.k.a. U.S. Cellular Northwood Site ID# 434311), Section 17, T99N-R20W, Worth County, Iowa
2080 Rickers, Christy S., and William E. Whittaker
Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Peterson Contractors Borrow Project, Section 1, T81N-R41W, Harrison County, 
Iowa
2081 Whittaker, William E. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of Two Proposed Greater Des Moines Habitat for Humanity Housing Projects, Des Moines, Polk County, Iowa
2082 Kendall, Bryan S.
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Sidewalk Construction Project, 
Wildcat Den State Park, Section 17, T77N-R01E, Muscatine County, Iowa
2083 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Churdan-Xenia Rural Water Connection Project, Sections 13-17 and 20-24, T85N-R31W and Sections 14-23, T85N-R30W, Greene County, Iowa.
2084 Peterson, Cynthia L., and Anson G. Kritsch
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of Proposed Cabins and Other Associated Construction at Brushy Creek State 
Recreation Area, Sec. 28 and 34, T88N-R27W, Webster County, Iowa
2085 Horgen, Daniel G. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Tower Project (a.k.a. Iowa DOT, Urbana), Section 28, T86N-R09W, Benton County, Iowa
2086 Horgen, Daniel G. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Tower Project (a.k.a. Iowa DOT, DeWitt), Section 13, T81N-R03E, Clinton County, Iowa
2087 Horgen, Daniel G. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Tower Project (a.k.a. Iowa DOT, Independence), Section 10, T88N-R09W, Buchanan County, Iowa
2088 Whittaker, William E. Archaeological Investigation of Areas Near a Possible Sauk and Meskwaki Cemetery, 13WP528, for the Proposed Eddyville Storm Sewer Improvement Project, Section 16, T73N-R15W, Wapello County, Iowa
2089 Horgen, Daniel G. Phase I Archaeological Survey of an Abandoned Coal Mine Reclamation Project (a.k.a. Memmelaar AML Site), Section 1, T75N-R17W, Mahaska County, Iowa
2090 Horgen, Daniel G. Phase I Archaeological Survey of an Abandoned Coal Mine Reclamation Project (a.k.a. Behrle AML Site), Section 30 and 31, T71N-R12W, Wapello County, Iowa
2091 Horgen, Daniel G. Phase I Archaeological Survey of an Abandoned Coal Mine Reclamation Project (a.k.a. Larkin AML Site), Sections 7 and 18, T72N-R14W, Wapello County, Iowa
2092 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Pella Drinking Water Treatment Plant Upgrade Project, Sections 9, 16, 20 and 29, T76N-R18W, Marion County, Iowa.
2093 Carlson, Richard Iowa Historic Property Study: Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Northern Railway Bridge across the Iowa River in Columbus Junction, Louisa County, Iowa
2094 Whittaker, William E., and Angela R. Collins
Phase IA Archaeological Reconnaissance of the Southeast Iowa Regional and Economic Port Authority Sites 10 and 12 on the 











2095 Peterson, Cynthia L., and Richardson Carlson
Phase IA Archaeological and Historical/Architectural Reconnaissance of Route Alterations to the Proposed West Area Sewer 
Separation (North Basin) Project, City of Ottumwa, Wapello County, Iowa.
2096 Horgen, Daniel G., and Angela Collins
Phase I Archaeological Survey of Seven Abandoned Coal Mine Reclamation Projects (a.k.a. Kamerick, Logan, Meyer, Morgan, 
Noll, Sytsma, Vanderbeek/Langstraat AML Sites), Located in Mahaska, Marion, Van Buren, and Wapello Counties, Iowa
2097 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Hiking Trail Construction Project, Bellevue State Park, Section 29, T86N-R5E, Jackson County, Iowa
2098 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Sanitary Sewer Improvements Project, Fort Dodge, Section 17, T89N-R28W, Webster County, Iowa
2099 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Waste Treatment Plant Upgrade Project, Albert City, Sections 14 and 15, T92N-35W, Buena Vista County, Iowa
2100 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Geode State Park Wastewater Project, Section 36, T70N-R05W, Henry County, and Section 1, T69N-R05W, Des Moines County, Iowa
2101 Kendall, Bryan S., and Cynthia L. Peterson
Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of a Proposed Wetland Development Project at the Geertz Tract, Wapsi Flats 
WMA, Sec. 29, T97N-R14W, Chickasaw County, Iowa
2102 Whittaker, William E., and Cynthia L. Peterson Archaeological Data Recovery Plan for the Hubbard Park Site, 13JH1440, University of Iowa, Johnson County, Iowa
2103 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Country Landscapes Construction Project, Sections 22 and 27, T81N-R7W, Johnson County, Iowa
2104 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Drinking Water Well, Well House and Water Main Project, Hawkeye, Section 19, T94N-R09W, Fayette County, Iowa
2105 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Sanitary Sewer and Lift Station Improvements Project, Roland, Sections 22 and 23, T85N-R23W, Story County, Iowa
2106 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Development Project, Section 31, T80N-R23W, and Section 6, T79N-R23W, Polk County, Iowa
2107 Kendall, Bryan S. Phase I Intensive Archaeological Investigation of the Proposed Development Project, Fort Des Moines Park, Section 34, T78N-R24W, Polk County, Iowa
2109 Perry, Michael J. A Phase I Archaeological Survey of Proposed Improvements at Spirit Knoll State Preserve, Section 22, T90N-R48W, Plymouth County, Iowa
2110 Carlson, Richard J. Historic Architectural Reconnaissance Survey Centered on the Water Tower in Breda, Carroll County, Iowa
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36, 1 Carlson, Richard J. A Phase I Historic Architectural Survey of Primary Roads Project NHSX-065-4(139)--3H-50, Jasper County, Iowa
36, 2 Collins, James M. A Phase I Archaeological Survey of Primary Roads Project BRFN-004-5(41)--39-74, Palo Alto County, Iowa
36, 3 Anderson, Mark A. A Phase I Archaeological Survey of Primary Roads Project BRF-015-2(13)--38-46, Humboldt County, Iowa
36, 4 Hawkins, Alan J. A Phase I Archaeological Survey of Primary Roads Project BRF-281-1(43)--38-07, Black Hawk County, Iowa
36, 5 Perry, Michael J. A Phase I Archaeological Survey of Primary Roads Project BRFN-4-6(29)--39-32, Emmet County, Iowa
36, 6 Perry, Michael J. A Phase I Archaeological Survey of Primary Roads Project BRFN-4-6(28)--39-32, Emmet County, Iowa
36, 7 Collins, James M. A Phase I Archaeological Survey of the Proposed Oneota Wetland Mitigation Site, Primary Roads Project NHSN-20-1(127)--2R-97, Clay County, Iowa
36, 8 Carlson, Richard J. A Phase I Historic Architectural Survey of Primary Roads Project STP-052-1(94)--2C-49, a.k.a. PIN 10-49-052-010, Sabula, Jackson County, Iowa
36, 9 Shields, Wm. Lane A Phase I Archaeological Survey of Primary Roads Project NHSN-030-1(146)--2R-43, Harrison County, Iowa
36, 10 Hedden, John G. A Phase I Archaeological Survey of Primary Roads Project IM-035-4(160)87-13-77 and IM-035-4(161)87-13-77, Polk County, Iowa
36, 1  
SU 1 Ingalls, Marlin R.
Letter report of December 10, 2013 to Matthew J. F. Donovan regarding Phase I Architectural History Survey, IM-
035-4(160)87--3-77 & IM-035-4(161)87--13-77, Polk County Primary Roads.
36, 11 Collins, James M. Additional Phase I Archaeological Survey of Primary Roads Project NHS-61-2(50)--19-29, Des Moines County, Iowa
36, 12 Hawkins, Alan J. A Phase I Archaeological Survey of Primary Roads Project STP-052-1(94)--2C-49, a.k.a. PIN 10-49-052-010, Jackson County, Iowa
36, 13 Ingalls, Marlin R. An Intensive Historic Architectural Study of the Atalissa Weigh Station, Project ENVR-(034)--90-00, Muscatine County, Iowa
36, 14 Anderson, Mark A. A Phase II Archaeological Evaluation of Nine Sites Within Primary Roads Project NHSX-065-4(139)--3H-50, a.k.a. PIN 12-50-065-020, Jasper County, Iowa
36, 15 Carlson, Richard J. A Phase IA Historic Architectural Evaluation of the U.S. 30 Feasibility Study Area, Primary Roads Project NHSX-030-8(29)--3H-16, Cedar and Clinton Counties, Iowa
36, 15 
LR 1 Carlson, Richard J.
Letter report of April 16, 2014 to Matthew Donovan regarding NHSX-030-8(29)--3H-16, Cedar and Clinton 
Counties, Primary Roads, Phase IA historic architectural evaluation of Calamus, U.S. 30 Feasibility Study Area
36, 15 
LR 2 Carlson, Richard J.
Letter report of April 16, 2014 to Matthew Donovan regarding NHSX-030-8(29)--3H-16, Cedar and Clinton 
Counties, Primary Roads, Phase IA historic architectural evaluation of Clarence, U.S. 30 Feasibility Study Area
36, 15 
LR 3 Carlson, Richard J.
Letter report of April 16, 2014 to Matthew Donovan regarding NHSX-030-8(29)--3H-16, Cedar and Clinton 
Counties, Primary Roads, Phase IA historic architectural evaluation of DeWitt, U.S. 30 Feasibility Study Area
36, 15 
LR 4 Carlson, Richard J.
Letter report of April 16, 2014 to Matthew Donovan regarding NHSX-030-8(29)--3H-16, Cedar and Clinton 













LR 5 Carlson, Richard J.
Letter report of April 16, 2014 to Matthew Donovan regarding NHSX-030-8(29)--3H-16, Cedar and Clinton 
Counties, Primary Roads, Phase IA historic architectural evaluation of Lowden, U.S. 30 Feasibility Study Area
36, 15 
LR 6 Carlson, Richard J.
Letter report of February 6, 2014 to Matthew Donovan regarding NHSX-030-8(29)--3H-16, Cedar and Clinton 
Counties, Primary Roads, Phase IA historic architectural evaluation of Mechanicsville, U.S. 30 Feasibility Study 
Area
36, 15 
LR 7 Carlson, Richard J.
Letter report of April 14, 2014 to Matthew Donovan regarding NHSX-030-8(29)--3H-16, Cedar and Clinton 
Counties, Primary Roads, Phase IA historic architectural evaluation of Stanwood, U.S. 30 Feasibility Study Area
36, 15 
LR 8 Carlson, Richard J.
Letter report of April 16, 2014 to Matthew Donovan regarding NHSX-030-8(29)--3H-16, Cedar and Clinton 
Counties, Primary Roads, Phase IA historic architectural evaluation of Wheatland, U.S. 30 Feasibility Study Area
36, 16 Anderson, Mark A. A Phase IA Archaeological Evaluation of the U.S. 30 Feasibility Study Area, Primary Roads Project NHSX-030-8(29)--3H-16, Cedar and Clinton Counties, Iowa
Cultural Resource Assessments
36, 1 Nansel, Blane H. Iowa City Gateway-Dubuque Street Elevation Project, HDP-3715(652)--71-52, City of Iowa City, Johnson County, Local Systems
36, 2 Nansel, Blane H. BRS-CO93(71)--60-93 Borrow, Wayne County, Local Systems
36, 3 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-CO06(93)--8J-06, Benton County, Local Systems
36, 4 Nansel, Blane H. STP-U-3125(611)--70-77, City of Grimes, Polk County, Local Systems
36, 5 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-Co99(72)--8J-99, Wright County, Local Systems
36, 6 Nansel, Blane H. BRS-CO65(93)--60-65, Mills County, Local Systems
36, 7 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-CO36(66)--8J-36, Fremont County, Local Systems
36, 8 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-CO36(68)--5F-36, Fremont County, Local Systems
36, 9 Nansel, Blane H. HDP-CO31(47)--6B-31, Dubuque County, Local Systems
36, 10 Nansel, Blane H. STP-136-1(72)--2C-23, Clinton County, Primary Roads
36, 11 Nansel, Blane H. SBRFM-CO67(71)--5D-67, Monona County, Local Systems
36, 12 Nansel, Blane H. SCG-852-0(9)--7F-11, PIN 1377852010, Polk County
36, 13 Nansel, Blane H. ER-CO26(84)--58-26, Davis County, Local Systems
36, 14 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-CO87(50)--8J-87, Taylor County, Local Systems
36, 15 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-CO90(78)--8J-90, Wapello County, Local Systems
36, 16 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-CO83(56)--5F-83, Shelby County, Local Systems
36, 17 Collins, James STP-U-5330(617)--70-70, City of Muscatine, Muscatine County, Local Systems
36, 18` Nansel, Blane H. BRS-CO27(52)--60-27, Decatur County, Local Systems
36, 19 Nansel, Blane H. STPN0-006-6(2J-48, Iowa County, Primary Roads
36, 20 Nansel, Blane H. BRM-0022(603)--8N-01, City of Adair, Adair County, Local Systems
36, 21 Nansel, Blane H. BRS-CO21(126)--60-21, Clay County, Local Systems
36, 22 Nansel, Blane H. BRS-2267(602)--60-86, City of Elberon, Tama County, Local Systems
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36, 23 Nansel, Blane H. BRS-2267(601)--60-86, City of Elberon, Tama County, Local Systems
36, 24 Nansel, Blane H. STP-S-Co04(98)--5E-004, Appanoose County, Local Systems
36, 25 Nansel, Blane H. HRRR-CO70(60)--5R-70, Muscatine County, Local Systems
36, 26 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-CO63(115)--8J-63, Marion County, Local Systems
36, 27 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-CO24(193)--5F-24, Crawford County, Local Systems
36, 28 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-CO35(82)--8J-35, Franklin County, Local Systems
36, 29 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-CO35(83)--8J-35, Franklin County, Local Systems
36, 30 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 172680, Hancock County, Local Systems
36, 31 Nansel, Blane H. FHWA No. 173530, Hancock County, Local Systems
36, 32 Nansel, Blane H. SBRFM-CO67(73)--5D-67, Monona County, Local Systems
36, 33 Nansel, Blane H. STP-U-2955(606)--70-65, City of Glenwood, Mills County, Local Systems
36, 34 Nansel, Blane H. STP-U-2955(607)--70-65, City of Glenwood, Mills County, Local Systems
36, 35 Nansel, Blane H. BROS-CO82(55)--8J-82, Scott County, Local Systems
36, 36 Nansel, Blane H. BRS-CO93(68)--60-93, Wayne County, Local Systems
36, 37 Nansel, Blane H. STP-S-CO93(72)--5E-93, Wayne County, Local Systems
36, 38 Nansel, Blane H. BRS-CO92(72)--60-92, Washington County, Local Systems
Research Papers
37, 1 Lillie, Robin M., and Jennifer E. Mack Bioarchaeology and History of Dubuque’s Third Street Cemetery, 13DB476, Dubuque County, Iowa
LR = Letter Report; SU = Supplement
